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Introduction

The main aim of this booklet is to exemplify standards for those teaching Cambridge Pre-U, and to show 
how different levels of candidates’ performance relate to the subject’s curriculum and assessment 
objectives.  

Cambridge Pre-U is reported in three bands (Distinction, Merit and Pass) each divided into three grades (D1, 
D2, D3; M1, M2, M3; P1, P2, P3).

In this booklet a selection of candidate responses has been chosen, to illustrate, as far as possible, each 
band (Distinction, Merit and Pass), as well as a few examples of the highest grade D1. Each response is 
accompanied by a brief commentary explaining the strengths and weaknesses of the answers. 

For ease of reference the following format for each paper of the subject has been adopted:

Question

Mark Scheme

Example candidate 

response

Examiner comment

Each question is followed by an extract of the mark scheme used by examiners.  This, in turn, is followed by 
examples of marked candidate responses, each with an examiner comment on performance. Comments are 
given to indicate where marks were awarded, why marks were lost, and how additional marks could have 
been obtained. In this way, it is possible to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and 
what they still have to do to improve their grades.

Past papers, Principal Examiner Reports for Teachers and other teacher support materials are available at 
http://teachers.cie.org.uk
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Assessment at a glance

Component Component title Duration
Weighting 

%
Type of assessment

Paper 1 Geographical Issues
Two hours 30 

minutes
40 Written paper, externally set and marked

Paper 2 Global Environments
One hour 

30 minutes
20 Written paper, externally set and marked

Paper 3 Global Themes
One hour 

30 minutes
20 Written paper, externally set and marked

Paper 4 Research Topic
One hour 30 

minutes
20 Written paper, externally set and marked

Teachers are reminded that a full syllabus and other teacher support materials are available on www.cie.org.
uk 
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Paper 1 – Geographical Issues

Generic Mark Scheme
Guidance notes for marking 9768/01

In marking questions in Sections A and B of this paper, the indicative content and levels descriptors on 
the following pages should be used throughout. In marking questions in Section C, which are worth 25 
marks and based upon extended writing, the Generic Mark Scheme (GMS), used for assessing all pieces of 
extended writing bearing 25 marks in the Cambridge Pre-U Geography, should be used in conjunction with 
the indicative content for each question. 

Whilst the Generic Mark Scheme captures the essential generic qualities of responses in five mark bands, 
the indicative content is what it says: some indication of the probable content in responses, or possible 
approaches, to the questions and titles set.  Candidates may develop their own approaches to questions.  
Examiners should not expect to find all the indicative content in any one response, such as to achieve 
a Level 5 award.  The same mark may be awarded to different pieces of extended writing for different 
reasons. 

Cambridge expects examiners to use their geographical judgement and professional experience, combined 
with guidance given by senior examiners at the Standardisation Meeting and during the standardisation 
process, in assessing responses appropriately.  

Use of the Generic Mark Scheme

The Generic Mark Scheme is used together with the indicative content for each essay question.

Responses may be placed in any level without fulfilling all the descriptors for that mark band, for example 
where the essay does not lend itself to the use of sketch maps and diagrams.  Responses may exhibit 
characteristics of more than one Level and so examiners use the principle of best fit in determining 
response quality.  The grid below gives an indication of the relative weightings of the Assessment 
Objectives (AO1, AO2, AO3) at each Level.  

Level Marks
AO1

Knowledge and 
Understanding

AO2
Skills

AO3
Analysis and 
Evaluation

5 22–25 15 3 7

4 18–21 14 2 5

3 14–17 12 2 3

2 10–13 10 1 2

1 0–9 8 0 1
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Generic Mark Scheme (GMS) 

Level Marks Assessment criteria

5 22–25
• Wide-ranging, detailed and accurate knowledge and clear, high order 

understanding of the subject content
• Relevant, detailed and accurate exemplification used effectively      
• Logical and clear organisation; good English expression; full and accurate use of 

geographical terminology
• Well annotated and executed sketch maps/diagrams integrated fully with the text
• Fully focused on the specific demands of the question
• Systematic analysis and a critical approach to evaluation; appropriate application of 

concepts and theories
• Conclusion shows high level insight and is logical and well founded on evidence 

and argument 

4 18–21
• Good knowledge and depth of understanding of the subject content
• Appropriate and well developed exemplification   
• Logical organisation; sound English expression; appropriate use of geographical 

terminology
• Clearly annotated sketch maps/diagrams well integrated with the text
• Well focused on the demands of the question 
• Elements of systematic analysis and ability to evaluate; generally appropriate 

application of concepts and theories
• Conclusion is sound and based on evidence and argument 

3 14–17
• Sound knowledge and understanding of the subject content lacking depth in some 

areas
• Appropriate but partial exemplification, may not be integrated with the text
• Generally clear communication but lacking some organisation; English expression 

and use of geographical terminology are mostly accurate
• Sketch maps/diagrams generally used effectively and appropriately
• Specific demands of the question mostly met 
• Some ability to analyse and evaluate; limited application of concepts and theories
• Conclusion is limited and has some links to the rest of the response

2 10–13
• Some knowledge and understanding of the subject content lacking depth and detail 
• Exemplification used may be limited or not fully appropriate 
• Limited organisation; English expression is basic with some accurate use of 

geographical terminology 
• Sketch maps/diagrams may have inaccuracies and limited relevance
• Question is addressed broadly or partially 
• Analysis, evaluation and application of concepts and theories are limited and may 

be superficial
• Conclusion is basic and may not be linked to the rest of the response

1 0–9
• A little knowledge and understanding of the subject content; response may also 

contain unconnected material   
• Exemplification, if used, is simple and poorly related to the text or may not be relevant
• Lack of clarity and organisation; English expression is simple with inaccuracies; 

geographical terminology, if used, is basic or not understood    
• Sketch maps/diagrams are limited or poorly executed and may lack relevance
• Question is understood weakly and may be addressed slightly 
• Superficial statements replace analysis and evaluation; application may be minimal 

or absent
• Conclusion may be absent or simply asserted 
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Question 1
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Mark scheme
(a) Any two from pyroclastic flows (nuées ardentes), lava flows, tephra, ash falls, lahars, jökulhlaups, toxic 

gases, lava bombs, directed blasts.  1 mark per hazard. [2]

(b) Candidates might identify the link between the location of active volcanoes and destructive boundaries 
around the Pacific and the islands of SE Asia. Reference should also be made to active volcanoes 
on constructive boundaries, such as the Red Sea/East Africa and Iceland/mid-Atlantic, or away from 
boundaries, such as in the Pacific. 1 mark per valid descriptive point, with 1 mark reserved for some 
evaluative statement, based on the evidence. For a response related only to destructive boundaries, max. 
2. [4]

(c) Indicative content:

The diagram(s) should be clearly labelled to help support the following key explanatory points:
• the destructive nature of the boundary at which island arcs are formed;

• subduction of the denser plate into the mantle/aesthenosphere;

• subsequent melting of the subducted plate and the rise of plumes of less dense magma;

• repeated eruptions of this magma as lava builds up into the volcano.

Credit reference to the mechanisms of plate movement (convection currents, slab pull, ridge push) and 
to explanations of the arc-shape of the island system which is formed.  Arc shape needed for full marks.

 Candidates show:

L3  accurate and detailed explanation of the stages in the formation of island arcs, with some reference to 
plate movement, subduction and rising magma, supported by a clearly labelled diagram or diagrams. 
A fully labelled diagram or diagrams with detailed notes. 
[4–5]

L2   partial explanation of the stages in the formation of island arcs, with one or more stages missing. The 
response may also contain some inaccuracies and other omissions. Diagram(s) may not be present, 
may lack clear labelling and/or contain inaccuracies. 
[2–3]

L1  little or no relevant explanation of the formation of island arcs. May identify one relevant stage, but 
may identify the plate boundary incorrectly. Diagram(s) absent or highly inaccurate. 
[0–1]

    [5]
(d) Indicative content:

Knowledge of a range of different primary hazards resulting from volcanic eruptions: pyroclastic flows 
(nuées ardentes), lava flows, tephra, ash falls, lahars, jökulhlaups, toxic gases. Understanding of how 
these hazards pose risks to people, property and environment. Assessment of the relative importance 
of these hazards in terms of the risk they pose, which might be considered in a variety of ways, such as 
death toll, economic costs, speed of onset, areal extent.
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 Candidates show:

L3  convincing knowledge of a range of primary hazards and understanding of the risks they pose, 
supported by reference to specific examples; assessment of the relative risk the identified hazards 
pose, supported by evidence. 
[8–9]

L2  knowledge of different primary hazards and understanding of the risks they pose, supported by 
some reference to examples; assessment is assertive, rather than supported by evidence, and 
exemplification is present but lacks detail. 
[5–7]

L1  either knowledge of some primary hazards and a limited understanding of the risks they pose, 
lacking supporting examples; assessment is likely to be absent or simply to take the form the 
assertion, with no supporting evidence.

  or knowledge of a range of primary hazards, but limited or no understanding of the risks they pose, 
and lacking supporting examples; assessment is likely to be absent or simply to take the form of 
assertion, with no supporting evidence. 
[0–4]
  [9]

     [Total: 20]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
This is a thoroughly competent answer across all the four parts of the question.  In part (a) two accurate 
primary volcanic hazards with added descriptions are provided.  The global description of active volcanoes 
covers most of the main types of volcanoes including Hawaii and those along the East African Rift Valley.   
The only main group that is ignored are the volcanoes associated with spreading centres in the middle 
of oceans such as the Mid-Atlantic Rift and Ridge.  The analysis of island arcs is the weakest of the 
answers omitting one plate type and with some confusion over the type of volcano.  The answer to part 
(d) demonstrates good knowledge and depth of understanding of primary volcanic hazards.  Assessment 
of relative risk is illustrated with a range of hazards including good exemplification.  A more thorough 
understanding of island arcs and more detail in the assessment of hazards would have pushed the overall 
mark towards a D1.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
The calibre of answers to all four parts of the question is similar.  Factual knowledge is generally sound but 
with occasional errors.  However, although the knowledge base is adequate the answers fail to develop 
fully the themes being discussed.  The answer to part (b) lacks geographical detail and range.  The process 
of subduction leading to the development of island arcs is not described or explained and the geographical 
examples, e.g. along the Pacific ‘Ring of Fire’, are not specific enough.  Not all volcanoes along the Pacific 
Ring of Fire are island arcs.  The answer to part (d) demonstrates sound knowledge of volcanic hazards with 
relevant exemplification but lacks convincing discussion of their relative risk.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
The answer, as a whole, demonstrates variable knowledge and understanding.  Two relevant hazards are 
identified for part (a) but the analysis of the distribution of active volcanoes, provided for part (b), is partial 
with minimal detail.  Knowledge of island arcs is completely missing.  In part (d) some knowledge of primary 
hazards is demonstrated using two relevant examples, Montserrat and Mt Pinatubo, but there is a limited 
understanding of the relative risks associated with them.  The key phrase in this question is ‘relative risk’ 
and it is this element that is lacking.   The knowledge base is not used to its full potential.  As with many 
answers, the quality over four parts varies and not all the answer is at the P2 level.   Answers at this level 
are usually lacking in some respect.  In this answer it is an understanding of island arcs and the answer 
demonstrates the point that all aspects of the syllabus are equally important and need to be addressed.
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Question 2
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Mark scheme
(a) Any two from: pressure drops, wind speed increases, wind speed exceeds 74mph (119kph); eye becomes
  more clearly defined. 1 mark per change. [2]

(b) Candidates might identify the initial westerly movement of all tracks shown as evidence of similarity,
 followed by a movement polewards/northwards. Exceptions to the similar basic pattern, such as Frances 
and Fran, which tail off before turning polewards, should be expected. One mark per descriptive point, 
with one mark reserved for some evaluative statement, based on the evidence provided. [4]

(c) Indicative content:

Explanations should address the lowering of the strength of tropical cyclones over land, relating to the 
cutting off of the source of energy in the absence of the warm water that provides water vapour through 
evaporation and the subsequent release of latent heat as the air rises. Evidence to be taken from Fig. 2 
may include the downgrading in terms of category and status.

 Candidates show:

L3  detailed description of the change in strength of tropical cyclones as they move over land, with some 
evidence from the map; explanation recognises the reduced energy input and explains this clearly.  
[4–5]

 L2 either detailed description of the change in strength of tropical cyclones as they move over land, 
with some evidence from the map; explanation is limited to recognising that the land reduces energy 
supply, without further development.

  or simple description of the change in strength of tropical cyclones as they move over land, without 
evidence from the map; explanation recognises that the land reduces energy supply, with some 
development of the explanation. 
[2–3]

L1  simple description of the change in strength of tropical cyclones as they move over land, without 
evidence from the map; explanation absent or incorrect. 
[0–1]

    [5]
(d)  Indicative content:

  Knowledge of a range of consequences and impacts of tropical cyclones linking impacts to hazardous 
weather in areas at different levels of development. (These may be taken from anywhere in the 
world, not just the area in Fig. 2).

  Understanding of how level of development helps determine consequences and impacts and of 
the role of other factors affecting risk, hazard and loss. Assessment of the overall importance of 
level of development in terms of the outcomes, this might be considered in a variety of ways, e.g. 
prediction, preparation, rescue, recovery and dimensions, e.g. economic, political. 
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  Candidates show:

L3  convincing knowledge of a range of consequences and impacts and understanding of how 
these are linked to development, supported by reference to specific examples from two or 
more levels of development; assessment of its importance relative to one or more other factors, 
supported by evidence. [8–9]

L2  knowledge of a range of consequences and impacts and some understanding of how these are 
linked to level of development, supported by some reference to examples; assessment may be 
limited, or assertive rather than supported by any evidence, exemplification is present but lacks 
detail. [5–7]

L1  knowledge of some consequences and impacts, but limited or no understanding of how they 
are linked to level of development, lacking supporting examples; assessment is likely to be 
absent or simply asserted, with no supporting evidence. [0–4]

  [9]
 

     [Total: 20]
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Example candidate response – Distinction (D1)
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Examiner comment – Distinction (D1)
This is an extremely competent, well-written, succinct and well-focused answer throughout.  Part (a) is good 
and the answer to part (b) is extremely comprehensive, discussing the tracks, strength changes and length 
of time at each strength category.  This is probably more than can be expected for full marks.  The answer 
to part (c) shows good knowledge and understanding, including the significance of latent heat transfer.  The 
answer to part (d) starts with a good introduction and the discussion is amplified with useful data.  It makes 
some very good assessments of the significance of levels of development in coping with the impacts of 
tropical storms.  The conclusion is relevant and relates to the earlier discussion.  Overall, the question is well 
argued with useful facts.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
The answers demonstrate sound to good knowledge and understanding throughout.   A little more 
elaboration in the answers and development of the ideas would have easily pushed the mark towards D1.  
Two relevant changes in tropical storms (hurricanes) are identified in part (a) and the only element lacking 
in the answer to part (b) is a full analysis of the ‘to what extent’ part of the question.  The exceptions 
to the general pattern of hurricane tracks, especially Hurricane Wilma, are not recognised.  A relatively 
detailed description of the change in strength of tropical cyclones as they move overland is provided, with 
some evidence from the map, but explanation is limited to a loss of heat energy.  The reason for the loss 
of energy, such as loss of water vapour and subsequent release of latent heat, as stressed in the mark 
scheme, is not discussed.   Two relevant tropical cyclones are analysed with sound knowledge but the 
analysis of the impact of level of development is more implicit than explicit.  This illustrates the point made 
earlier that the answer could quite easily have been raised to level D1 with a little more development of the 
themes.  However, the answer, as a whole, demonstrates good knowledge and depth of understanding 
with a logical organisation.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This is a highly variable answer as is often the case at this level.  It demonstrates some sound knowledge 
and understanding but with gaps in both.  Thus, only one change associated with the transition of a tropical 
storm into a tropical cyclone is provided in part (a) and little description and analysis is provided for part (b).  
Where the question asks for a description and analysis of information provided in a resource, it is important 
that the information be thoroughly used.  In this case, there is only a very partial use of the resource.  
However, the answer to part (c) shows good understanding of the mechanics involved in hurricane 
formation. The role of latent heat is well explained.  The answer to part (d) is detailed with good use of 
examples and sensible assessment of the importance of level of development in affecting the impacts of 
tropical cyclones.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
The answer to part (a) is complete and accurate   Answers to other parts of the question did demonstrate 
some knowledge and understanding but there are significant gaps in knowledge and the answers generally 
lack depth.  The analysis of tracks of hurricanes for part (b) is partial with no account of the path of the 
tracks.  The answer concentrates on the change in strength and not the pattern of the tracks.  The answer 
to part (c) is very descriptive with little explanation of the reasons for the drop in strength.  In part (d), 
although the candidate clearly understood the needs of the question, only one example of a hurricane 
(Katrina) was provided.  This made it very difficult to assess the level of development as there is no 
comparison on which to base an assessment.  There is a brief mention of LEDCs but there is no specific 
exemplification.  Thus, the answer is severely hindered by this lack and the conclusion is not justified by the 
discussion provided in the main answer.
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Question 3
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Mark scheme
(a) X is infiltration, Y is baseflow or groundwater flow. 1 mark per identification. [2]

(b) Candidates might observe that in most of the river basins in Fig. 4 evapotranspiration is more important
  than runoff, but that for both the Rhine and the Amazon, runoff and evapotranspiration are approximately 
 the same. 1 mark per descriptive point, with 1 mark reserved for evidence from Fig. 4 and 1 mark
 reserved for some evaluative statement based on the evidence. A river basin by river basin description
 would be worth 3/4. [4]

(c) Indicative content:

 This may be answered with or without reference to Fig. 4 in terms of the relative importance of runoff and
 evapotranspiration. Candidates may also introduce their own examples. Explanations may involve the 
 following factors:

• temperature: evaporation and transpiration increase with temperature;

•  vegetation cover: increased interception reduces water reaching the surface, transpiration 
increases with vegetation cover;

•  nature of precipitation input: snow in high altitude areas is a store in winter which is released 
in spring, leading to a reduction in losses from evapotranspiration; and any other factors the 
candidate identifies.

 Candidates show:

L3  effective explanation of two or more factors, making clear links to variations in both outputs (runoff, 
evapotranspiration), with some reference to examples.                                                               [4–5]

L2  explanation of one factor in detail, linked to varying outputs, or to more factors with limited 
explanation, but some links to variation in outputs; reference to examples is limited or basic.   [2–3]

L1  description of outputs (runoff, evapotranspiration) rather than explanatory; or identifies a relevant 
factor without explanation or links.                                                                                               [0–1]

[5]
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(d) Knowledge of a range of different human and natural causes of flooding. In the syllabus, human causes
 include changing land-use and river mismanagement, while natural causes include prolonged or intense 
 rainfall and snowmelt. These meteorological causes are fully acceptable, however candidates who provide
  other natural causes related to the nature of river channels and catchments, may be credited. Understanding 
 of how human and natural causes lead to river flooding. Assessment of the relative importance of human
 and natural causes.

 Candidates show:

L3  convincing knowledge of a range of human and natural causes of river flooding and an understanding 
of how these caused lead to flooding, supported by reference to specific examples; assessment of 
the relative importance of the two types of causes, supported by evidence. Responses are likely to 
show understanding of the interaction of the factors involved. 
[8–9]

L2  knowledge of a range of human and natural causes of river flooding and an understanding of how 
these causes lead to flooding, supported by some reference to examples; assessment is assertive, 
rather than supported by any evidence, and exemplification is present, but lacks detail. 
[5–7]

L1  knowledge of some human and natural causes of river flooding and a limited understanding of their 
likely influence on flooding, lacking supporting examples; assessment is likely to be absent or simply 
to take the form of assertion, with no supporting evidence. 
[0–4]

[9]

     [Total: 20]
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Example candidate response – Distinction (D1)
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Examiner comment – Distinction (D1)
The only slight blemish is in part (a) where groundwater flow has been misinterpreted.  Part (b) is a very 
thorough analysis of the drainage basins, backed up with data extracted from the resource.  Part (c) is 
comprehensive yet succinct with few wasted words.  A variety of factors have been discussed for both 
evapotranspiration and runoff.  These factors are both accurate and relevant. Part (d) commences with 
an excellent introduction and the main discussion uses a variety of examples to good effect.  There is a 
sensible argument with a clear conclusion.  It is well balanced and thoroughly justified by the discussion 
offered.  This is a very good example of a D1 answer. 
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
There is good knowledge and depth of understanding throughout this answer, with appropriate and well 
developed exemplification.  The two elements in part (a) are correctly identified and the analysis of the 
drainage basins for part (b) is thorough and accurate.  Rather than simply providing a basin by basin account, 
the answer provides a general synthesis including identifying the basins that are exceptions to the general 
rule.  Part (c) is quite a broad question and it is up to the candidate to decide which factors to focus on and 
the approach to take.  The key to a good answer is to provide good links between the factors and variations 
in both runoff and evapotranspiration.  In this answer, both runoff and evapotranspiration are covered 
although the level of explanation for runoff is somewhat limited.  Vegetation, as a factor, is discussed but 
at a fairly basic level. A little more attention to detail would have pushed the final mark closer to level D1.  
The answer to part (d) is comprehensive with a good range of examples.  It is reasonably successful in 
providing a balanced account of human and natural causes for flooding, although the emphasis tends to 
be on human causes.  This is especially true of the Mississippi example where ‘most blame’ is placed on 
the river engineering. The role of intense and prolonged precipitation in the upper headwaters of the river 
is downplayed.  However, the level of exemplification is well balanced and well integrated in the text.  The 
conclusion is sound and based on evidence and argument.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
The answers demonstrate some valid knowledge and understanding but lack depth and detail in places.  
This is especially true of answers to Parts (c) and (d), which, necessarily, are the more demanding answers.  
The more descriptive elements of the question are answered quite successfully, thus both components 
of part (a) were correct and there is a good general analysis of the drainage basins for part (b).  For part 
(c) only a couple of quite basic points are provided.  Humidity is the factor chosen to explain variations in 
evapotranspiration and height of water table is chosen to explain runoff.  These are valid factors but the 
subsequent discussion lacks detail.  It is clear that it is soil moisture status that is being discussed but not 
very convincingly.  Precipitation and infiltration capacity are not mentioned.  Part (d) is assessed using the 
River Mississippi as an example.  The account did recognise the interaction of physical and human factors, 
but with only one example the validity of the points raised is somewhat limited.  However, the knowledge 
and understanding of the Mississippi floods is quite substantial and received due credit.  Overall, three of 
the components are clearly at M2 level; it is only the answer to part (c) that falls slightly short of this level.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
Apart from a few exceptions, the answer demonstrates limited knowledge and a clear lack of understanding 
even of quite basic concepts.  However, it is not without some credit.  There is clearly some knowledge 
of the drainage basin hydrological system as the components X and Y are correctly identified in part 
(a).  However, the resource showing evaporation and runoff of drainage basins and total precipitation is 
misread.  Precipitation is taken as an output rather than as an input.  Also, only the Amazon and Zambezi 
are mentioned; a very partial analysis and with no general synthesis.   The answer to part (c) is confused.  
It commences with statements concerning flooding and drought which are only marginally relevant.  
Explanation of the affect of vegetation on runoff is muddled and simplistic.  Interception is not mentioned.  
Also, afforestation is described when it should have been deforestation.  In part (d) the Mississippi and 
Indus River floods are used as examples.  These are appropriate examples but knowledge of the floods is 
only partial and explanation of the factors involved is far from accurate.  The conclusion is basic and only 
partially linked to the rest of the response.
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Question 4
Only one candidate answered this question and the response is not appropriate for analysis.
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Question 5
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Mark scheme
(a) An epidemic of an infectious disease (1) spreading through human populations across a large region /
 continent / the world (1). [2]

(b) Candidates may observe the concentration of cases in North and Central America and Europe in May 
 and the more widespread distribution in June. Candidates might also describe the distribution of countries
  with over 50 cases in May and June. 1 mark per valid change, with 1 mark reserved for a clear reference
 to wider spread of the disease in June. For two separate descriptions, one for May and one for June,
 max. 2.  [4]

(c) Indicative content:

1 mark reserved for the correct identification of a country. Possible reasons include:
· proximity to the source of the outbreak (e.g. Mexico, USA);
· population size (e.g. USA, China);
· population movements / air travel / tourism (e.g. UK, Spain).

Candidates show:

L3  correct identification of a country with over 50 confirmed cases; two valid reasons identified and 
their relevance clearly explained.                                                                                                 [4–5]

L2  either correct identification of a country with over 50 confirmed cases, one reason identified and its 
relevance explained, or two reasons identified with little or no explanation of their relevance

  or correct country not identified (omission or error), but two valid reasons suggested with one 
explained.                                                                                                                                      [2–3]

L1 identification of a country or of one reason without explanation.  [0–1]
    [5]

 (d) Knowledge and understanding of how disease and illness can have both economic and social 
impacts. Economic impacts might include costs of treatment, loss of working hours, reduced 
income, lower productivity. Social impacts may affect population structure, family breakdown and 
migration patterns. Candidates might consider impacts at different scales from individual to national. 
Assessment of the relative importance of the impact of disease and illness in economic and social 
terms, based on the evidence presented.

Candidates show:

L3 convincing knowledge of a range of economic and social impacts resulting from widespread 
disease and illness and an understanding of how disease and illness lead to such impacts, 
supported by reference to specific examples; assessment of the relative importance of 
economic, compared to social, impacts, supported by evidence.   [8–9]

L2 knowledge of a range of economic and social impacts resulting from widespread disease and 
illness and some understanding of how disease and illness lead to such impacts, supported 
by some reference to specific examples; assessment is assertive, rather than supported by 
evidence.  [5–7]

L1 knowledge of some economic and social impacts resulting from widespread disease; limited or 
no understanding of how disease and illness lead to such impacts, lacking supporting examples; 
assessment is likely to be absent or take the form of assertion, with no supporting evidence.  
   [0–4]

    [9]
     [Total: 20]
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Example candidate response – Distinction (D1)
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Examiner comment – Distinction (D1)
This is an answer that operates at level D1 throughout.  Part (a) is answered accurately and in part (b) there 
is a very thorough use of the data provided in the resource.  In part (c) a valid country is chosen and the 
explanation for the disease spread is comprehensive with a good insight into the reasons for rapid spread 
of disease.  The discussion of the role of education in allowing disease to spread is perceptive.  In part (d) 
HIV/AIDS and malaria are the chosen diseases.  Both short and long-term impacts are discussed with ample 
data justification.  In the discussion on malaria, good use is made of quoted studies.  Overall, the answer is 
excellent on economic impacts with social impacts not given quite so much attention.  However, this is an 
impressive answer.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
The answer is sound to good throughout with only slight variations in quality.  As with many answers 
explaining the term ‘pandemic’, the geographical extent (ie continent/large region) is omitted.  The 
description of the changes in confirmed cases of H1N1 flu, in part (b), is thorough with a good geographical 
range.  In part (c) there is a correct identification of a country with over 50 confirmed cases with two valid 
reasons identified and their relevance clearly explained.  Thus, the answer merits a L3 mark according 
to the mark scheme.  The answer to part (d) is thorough and knowledgeable.  The key to a good answer 
is to provide a balanced discussion of both the economic and social impact of widespread disease and 
illness, ideally with more than one example.  This answer does that but with a slight bias towards the social 
impacts.  The examples chosen are HIV/AIDS and malaria and the level of knowledge is good.  The level of 
thought that has gone into this answer is illustrated in the general conclusion where the candidate argues 
that it is often difficult to separate economic from social impacts, which is a very fair point.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This is a very variable answer but does demonstrate the characteristics that are often present in answers 
at level M2.  The answer demonstrates an ability to describe data that has been provided but lacks the 
analytical ability to produce an argument and assessment where required.  The definition of a pandemic is 
incomplete but the description of the geographical spread of swine flu is detailed and comprehensive.  In 
part (c) a correct country is identified and two reasons for the spread are offered.  However, the level of 
explanation is not completely convincing and the place of origin of the virus is confused.  The explanation is 
not sufficient to raise the answer to a Level 2 according to the mark scheme.  The SARS outbreak is chosen 
as the example for part (d).  It is a relevant example but one where it is not so easy to assess economic 
and social impacts.  This being so, the answer, although knowledgeable about SARS, is unbalanced with 
little discussion about the economic impact.  The emphasis on the social impact is on paranoia and fear.  A 
different example would have given greater scope for discussion and assessment.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
A little knowledge and understanding is demonstrated but not sufficient to produce coherent and relevant 
answers except where direct analysis of provided information is concerned.  Thus, the definition of 
pandemic is complete and there is a partial discussion of changes demonstrated in the mapped resource, 
although that is not geographically exhaustive.  For part (c) a correct country is chosen with one relevant 
reason identified and explained, although the candidate might have thought that two reasons were being 
offered.  It is very often in part (d) where any limitations are exposed.  The answer to part (d) illustrates this 
point.  Swine flu and HIV/AIDS are the chosen examples and the discussion of impacts is very speculative.  
There are no statistical data to back up assertions.  The analysis is limited on the social impacts and even 
the economic impacts are very vague.  The answer also tends to wander off the question into reasons for 
the diseases.  Thus, the answer is unstructured and ill-focused.  The conclusion is basic, not linked to the 
rest of the response and the discussion is superficial.
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Question 6
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Mark scheme
6 Fig. 6 shows changes in the Human Development Index (HDI) for selected world regions from 1975 

to 2005. Table 2 shows HDI scores for three newly industrialised countries over the same time 
period.

(a) Credit two of: education (literacy rate combined with years of education); life expectancy; per capita GDP 
(adjusted for PPP). 1 mark per correct indicator. [2]

(b) Candidates might recognise the range of values of HDI, with some clustering and some breaks. Whilst 
the development gap is usually recognised to exist between countries at higher and lower levels of 
development, the evidence in Fig. 6 appears more complex. There is a clear gap between S and SE
Asia and Africa S of Sahara, but another, smaller, gap appears between Europe and Russia and E Europe,
which is not what the literature commonly refers to. Candidates may suggest a development continuum,
which is changing over time (main gap increasing from 1975 on Fig. 6), but with breaks and/or distinctions 
within it, as shown. 1 mark per observation made, reserving 1 mark for some evaluative statement based
on the evidence provided. [4]

(c) Indicative content:

1 mark for correctly identifying increasing levels of development, with some evidence, a further mark if 
levels and rates are described. Possible reasons might include:
•  industrialisation, e.g. employment raises standard of living, tax revenue allows investment in 

infrastructure;

• investment of TNCs;

• government investment, e.g. in education, healthcare;

• international aid.

 Candidates show:

L3  clear description of the changes in levels of development in Table 2; detailed explanation of the 
changes based on two reasons.  
[4–5]

L2  either clear description of the changes in levels of development in Table 2; identification of two 
reasons for the changes without development

 or limited description of the changes in levels of development in Table 2; identification and explanation 
of one reason for the changes  [2–3]

L1  limited description of the changes in levels of development in Table 2 or the identification of one 
reason for the changes. 
[0–1]
    [5]

(d) ‘At lower levels of development, the consequences of poverty vary greatly between countries.’ To
what extent do you agree with this statement? [9]

 Indicative content:

Knowledge and understanding of a range of consequences of poverty in countries at lower levels of 
development. Consequences might include access to employment, housing and services; crime and 
prostitution, life expectancy, mortality and social tension. Assessment of how the consequences vary 
(or how similar they are) may appeal to other factors such as culture, ethnicity, gender or instability to 
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demonstrate variation, or, alternatively, observe that the consequences of poverty are observably similar 
amongst countries at lower levels of development.

 Candidates show:

L3  convincing knowledge and understanding of a range of consequences of poverty in countries at 
lower levels of development, supported by reference to examples; assessment of variation between 
countries, supported by evidence. 
[8–9]

L2  knowledge and understanding of some of the consequences of poverty in countries at lower levels 
of development, supported by some exemplification; assessment is assertive, rather than supported 
by any evidence. 
[5–7]

L1  some knowledge and understanding of some of the consequences of poverty in countries at lower 
levels of development, supported by limited or no exemplification; assessment is likely to be absent 
or simply to take the form of assertion, with no supporting evidence.  
[0–4]
    [9]

     [Total: 20]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
This is an answer that demonstrates the value of producing full answers to all parts of the question.  Two 
accurate components of the HDI are named and a very thorough analysis of the resource is provided.  A 
complete perspective, supported by data from the graphs, is produced.  Little more could be asked for 
from this response.  For part (c) a clear description of the change in levels of development is produced 
but the description could have been improved with data obtained from the graphs.  However, there is a 
detailed explanation of the changes with some possible examples.  The relevance of particular models 
of development, such as Rostow’s, is also discussed.  In part (d) there is some confusion, among many 
candidates, over the meaning of ‘lower levels of development’.  This answer does tend to become a little 
confused and does not quite answer the question.  There is a very firm conclusion but this has not been 
completely substantiated by the previous argument.  The knowledge base is present but has, perhaps, not 
been used as efficiently as it might have been.  However, overall this is a generally good answer deserving 
of the mark.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This is a good example of an answer which demonstrates sound knowledge and understanding but does 
not always use them to their fullest extent.  Two accurate components of the HDI are listed for part (a), 
but for part (b) a few values have been reproduced from the graphs but with little added value.  There is no 
attempt at a general synthesis.  The answer to part (c) has the same characteristics.  The answer provides 
a few general statements about economic development and a change in the HDI values occasioned by 
foreign direct investment, but unfortunately, little use is made of the resource.  The answer to part (d) uses 
Haiti and Mumbai to illustrate the consequences of poverty at lower levels of development.  The exemplars 
are relevant and the factual detail is useful but the level of assessment is minimal.  The answer just provides 
two cases therefore, if there is any comparison, it is implicit rather than explicit.  The conclusion is limited 
and its links to the rest of the response are somewhat tenuous.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
The answer lacks detail and is very speculative throughout but is not without credit.  The components of 
the HDI are clearly understood in general terms, but not the specific indices used.  The answer to part (b) 
is a very partial analysis with just a few basic points.  It is not clear what point the last sentence is trying to 
make but it demonstrates the candidate does know the components of the HDI.   It is not clear why these 
were not listed in part (a).  The answer to part (c) is very speculative although there is some use of the data 
in the resource.  The answer to part (d) is better with relevant examples chosen, although the scale of the 
examples is markedly different.  Also, the issues relating to the consequences of poverty are somewhat 
limited in scope.  The answer does not link the concepts together in any meaningful way and the conclusion 
is thin, speculative and not based on rational argument.

Question 7

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

Candidates show knowledge and understanding of a range of strategies designed to tackle the different 
geographical issues the chosen area faces. These issues could come from either Section A, geographical 
hazards, (Tectonic, Weather, Hydrological) or Section B, socio-economic issues, (Crime, Health and Disease, 
Spatial Inequality and Poverty) or from both sections. The area chosen may be at any suitable scale from 
urban or rural to national or that of a world region. Candidates may examine strategies designed to tackle 
specific issues, such as cyclone prediction, building standards for earthquakes, crime prevention or disease 
eradication. The evaluation should consider how successful such strategies have been and may compare the 
relative success of different strategies, although this is not required by the question.

At lower levels, responses are likely to concentrate on the description of the chosen strategies employed 
to tackle specific geographical issues, but are likely to lack detailed exemplification. Evaluation of their 
success is likely to be assertive and lack support from evidence. At higher levels, candidates show detailed 
knowledge and understanding of a range of strategies to tackle a variety of geographical issues in their 
chosen area, and evaluate the success of these strategies on the basis of detailed exemplification that is 
place-specific. [25]
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Example candidate response – Distinction (D1)
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Examiner comment – Distinction (D1)
The Gulf of Mexico is the area chosen for analysis. The account is very thorough with a good informative 
map showing where the main issues under discussion occur.  Those issues are many and varied.  As with 
most answers at the D1 level, the answer is well structured with a good introduction setting the scene, a 
comprehensive discussion and a substantial and reasoned argument.  The best feature of the introduction 
is the statement that the respective arguments are not clear cut.   Two examples of flooding are discussed 
in some depth, Florida and the Mississippi, substantiated with good data.  The geographical detail is very 
good. The other issues discussed are the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, obesity, hurricanes and the Haiti 
earthquake.  This is an eclectic mix that works very well.  It is not only about natural hazards.  The strategies 
are assessed in a very informative way.  The answer overall is comprehensive, well argued and always 
focused.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
In this answer Haiti is chosen as the geographical area.  The issues discussed are wide-ranging including 
poverty, hurricanes, earthquakes, deforestation and soil erosion.   These are discussed in a sensible and 
informative manner, although a little more factual information would have enhanced the answer.  A range of 
strategies are put forward related to each issue but evaluation of the success or otherwise, although mostly 
sound, is limited in some aspects.  Most of the strategies seem to be subsumed under the general concept 
of development.   Economic development is seen as the answer to all Haiti’s problems.  Although there is 
some credit in this, some of the issues raised need more specific and sometimes individualistic strategies.  
If this approach had been taken, the overall quality would approach D1 level.  However, there is generally 
clear communication of ideas with sound knowledge and understanding of the subject.  There is just a lack 
of depth in some areas.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
The area chosen for analysis is Haiti.  A number of issues are described (hurricanes, environmental 
degradation, out-migration) but are analysed with little detail.  Thus, environmental degradation is used 
as a general term with little elaboration.  It seems as if deforestation and soil erosion have been chosen 
as the issues but this is not specified.  Migration loss is also described in very general terms.  Hurricanes 
and earthquakes are chosen as the natural hazards facing Haiti with one example of each.  The level of 
description of both examples is fairly minimal.  The analysis of strategies is superficial with little assessment 
of their success.  Therefore, the answer does not establish the geographical issues or analyse the strategies 
in any great detail.  The conclusion could be valid but has not been substantiated in the answer.  However, 
the issues are valid and there is some relevant knowledge and understanding but both are lacking in depth.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
Only one area is required but this answer has provided information for both Haiti and Los Angeles.  Either of 
the accounts could be chosen to illustrate the characteristics of an answer at the P2 level.  A limited range 
of issues is discussed for both areas.  Some knowledge and understanding are present in both accounts but 
the issues and strategies presented lack depth and detail.  The issues discussed for Haiti are the aftermath 
of hurricanes and earthquakes and mass deforestation.  For Los Angeles the issues are earthquakes, smog 
and flooding, although flooding is only given limited attention.  Evaluation of the success of the strategies is 
also limited.  There is really no conclusion. Thus, in general, the question is only addressed very broadly.

Question 8
‘The higher the population density, the greater the problems associated with geographical issues that areas 
face.’  Discuss the validity of this statement.  [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

 Candidates show knowledge and understanding of the problems associated with geographical issues and 
use examples to illustrate these problems. These issues could come from either Section A, geographical 
hazards, (Tectonic, Weather, Hydrological) or Section B, socio-economic issues, (Crime, Health and Disease, 
Spatial Inequality and Poverty) or from both sections. Evaluation should consider the effects that population 
density might, and might not, have on such problems. Discussion of the validity of the statement will 
depend on the issues and contexts chosen. For example, some problems associated with disease, crime 
and spatial inequality and poverty might be expected to increase with population density because of factors 
such as contagion, increased opportunity and overcrowding. However, it could be argued that problems 
might be greater in areas of lower population density because of isolation and poorer access to services, for 
example.

At lower levels, responses are likely to show some knowledge and understanding on the problems 
associated with geographical issues, but are likely to lack detailed exemplification. Evaluation of the 
statement is likely to be assertive and to lack support from evidence. At higher levels, candidates show 
good understanding of the problems associated with geographical issues and evaluate the role of population 
density effectively on the basis of detailed exemplification. The significance of other factors may also be 
recognised at higher levels.   [25]
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This answer produces sensible arguments based on a broad range of issues and areas of high population 
density.  But it tends to be slightly one-sided in the approach it takes.  The examples are very relevant and 
could form the basis of an excellent answer but the potential is not fulfilled.  The communication is clear 
but the structure is a little disorganised.  The conclusion is sensible and quite detailed and does link back 
to the question and the issues discussed.  However, there are some statements that are assertive and not 
substantiated by precise argument.
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Question 9

Mark scheme
‘Indicative content:

Candidates show knowledge and understanding of the risks posed by different geographical hazards and the 
factors that influence such risks, supported by relevant examples. Risk may be examined through potential and 
actual threat to life, property, livelihood, health and political stability, or may be approached through the primary 
and secondary effects of hazards. Factors influencing the level of risk might include scale and nature of the 
hazard, population density, level of economic development, scientific knowledge and the ability to predict and 
prepare for hazards. Evaluation of the variable nature of risk through time is required and is based firmly on the 
evidence presented through exemplification. Evaluation might suggest that risk might be greater because of 
larger numbers of people living in areas at risk, or that risk might be lower because of more knowledge and 
understanding of hazards allied to greater preparedness and education about how to reduce risk.

At lower levels, responses are likely to show some knowledge and understanding of the risks posed by 
geographical hazards and the factors influencing such risk. Such responses are likely to contain exemplification 
limited in detail. Evaluation of the variable nature of risk through time is likely to be assertive and to lack 
support from evidence. At higher levels, candidates will show thorough knowledge and understanding of 
the risks posed by geographical hazards and the factors influencing such risk, supported by detailed and 
relevant exemplification which will be used to evaluate the variable nature of risk through time. At higher 
levels, candidates might recognise that place as well as time influence the level of risk. [25]
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Example candidate response – Distinction (D1)
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Examiner comment – Distinction (D1)
There is a good general introduction to this response which sets the scene; always a suggestion of a D1 
answer.   Also, at this level there is usually a different insight into the question, whether it is an unusual 
example or a demonstration of lateral thinking.  The answer makes an interesting point about globalisation 
and the spread of disease with increased travel increasing risk.  However, this is counterbalanced by 
increased communications and spread of knowledge.   The example of tornado watch is used to justify this 
idea.  The other point that, with increased population and deforestation, countries are more at risk from soil 
erosion and land degradation, is well argued, as is the point that with increased development, disasters such 
as Bhopal are more likely to occur.  The speculation on global warming is also useful.  This is an extremely 
well-argued answer, often taking a different slant on many issues.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
This question posed a number of issues for candidates.  Many interpreted it as ‘more people are at risk’ 
rather than ‘people are more at risk’.  Thus, the majority of the answers concentrated on increasing 
population numbers and density in high risk areas.  Although this could be part of the answer, if it is the 
main focus then the answer becomes unbalanced.  This answer does not take that approach.  It does 
stress the increase in population and density but it is not the focus of the answer.  Quite perceptively, the 
answer focuses on the time dimension and examines whether hazards are becoming more frequent or of a 
higher intensity and assesses the increased knowledge and understanding of such hazards which underpin 
prevention and mitigation.  There is a sensible discussion of the role of climate change and concludes 
that the evidence so far is inconclusive.  The second half of the answer examines prediction techniques 
for various hazards and concludes that, with a few exceptions, we are getting better at prediction and 
mitigation.  The conclusion, sensible in terms of the arguments presented, is that people are less at 
risk from geographical hazards.  There is the basis here for D1 answer, if the discussion had been better 
integrated.

Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This does not quite answer the question which was set.  Two interesting and relevant examples of hazards 
(Hurricane Katrina and New Orleans, and the Haiti earthquake) are discussed in some depth.  These 
examples demonstrate that such hazards can affect significant numbers of people, but the general issue as 
to whether people are more at risk is not really addressed.  They are used as two ‘stand alone’ examples.  
The conclusion is assertive and not linked to the discussion.  The statement ‘there may have been a rise in 
hazardous events’ recently has not been discussed in the answer.  The detail on the two events is sound 
but is not used well in the discussion.  The general conclusion is that level of development decides whether 
people are more at risk but this is again assertive and not backed up with rational argument.
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Paper 2 – Global Environments

Generic Mark Scheme
Guidance notes for marking 9768/02

In marking questions in Sections A and B of this paper, the indicative content and levels descriptors are used 
throughout. In marking questions in Section C, which are worth 25 marks and based upon extended writing, 
the Generic Mark Scheme (GMS), used for assessing all pieces of extended writing bearing 25 marks in the 
Cambridge Pre-U Geography, should be used in conjunction with the indicative content for each question. 

Whilst the GMS captures the essential generic qualities of responses in five mark bands, the indicative 
content is what it says: some indication of the probable content in responses, or possible approaches, to the 
questions and titles set.  Candidates may develop their own approaches to questions.  Examiners should 
not expect to find all the indicative content in any one response, such as to achieve a Level 5 award.  The 
same mark may be awarded to different pieces of extended writing for different reasons. 

Cambridge expects examiners to use their geographical judgement and professional experience, combined 
with guidance given by senior examiners at the Standardisation Meeting and during the standardisation 
process, in assessing responses appropriately.  

Use of the Generic Mark Scheme

The Generic Mark Scheme is used together with the indicative content for each essay question.

Responses may be placed in any level without fulfilling all the descriptors for that mark band, for example 
where the essay does not lend itself to the use of sketch maps and diagrams.  Responses may exhibit 
characteristics of more than one Level and so examiners use the principle of best fit in determining 
response quality.  The grid below gives an indication of the relative weightings of the Assessment 
Objectives (AO1, AO2, AO3) at each Level.  

Level Marks
AO1

Knowledge and 
Understanding

AO2
Skills

AO3
Analysis and 
Evaluation

5 22–25 15 3 7

4 18–21 14 2 5

3 14–17 12 2 3

2 10–13 10 1 2

1 0–9 8 0 1
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Generic Mark Scheme (GMS) 

Level Marks Assessment criteria

5 22–25
• Wide-ranging, detailed and accurate knowledge and clear, high order 

understanding of the subject content
• Relevant, detailed and accurate exemplification used effectively      
• Logical and clear organisation; good English expression; full and accurate use of 

geographical terminology
• Well annotated and executed sketch maps/diagrams integrated fully with the text
• Fully focused on the specific demands of the question
• Systematic analysis and a critical approach to evaluation; appropriate application of 

concepts and theories
• Conclusion shows high level insight and is logical and well founded on evidence 

and argument 

4 18–21
• Good knowledge and depth of understanding of the subject content
• Appropriate and well developed exemplification   
• Logical organisation; sound English expression; appropriate use of geographical 

terminology
• Clearly annotated sketch maps/diagrams well integrated with the text
• Well focused on the demands of the question 
• Elements of systematic analysis and ability to evaluate; generally appropriate 

application of concepts and theories
• Conclusion is sound and based on evidence and argument 

3 14–17
• Sound knowledge and understanding of the subject content lacking depth in some 

areas
• Appropriate but partial exemplification, may not be integrated with the text
• Generally clear communication but lacking some organisation; English expression 

and use of geographical terminology are mostly accurate
• Sketch maps/diagrams generally used effectively and appropriately
• Specific demands of the question mostly met 
• Some ability to analyse and evaluate; limited application of concepts and theories
• Conclusion is limited and has some links to the rest of the response

2 10–13
• Some knowledge and understanding of the subject content lacking depth and detail 
• Exemplification used may be limited or not fully appropriate 
• Limited organisation; English expression is basic with some accurate use of 

geographical terminology 
• Sketch maps/diagrams may have inaccuracies and limited relevance
• Question is addressed broadly or partially 
• Analysis, evaluation and application of concepts and theories are limited and may 

be superficial
• Conclusion is basic and may not be linked to the rest of the response

1 0–9
• A little knowledge and understanding of the subject content; response may also 

contain unconnected material   
• Exemplification, if used, is simple and poorly related to the text or may not be relevant
• Lack of clarity and organisation; English expression is simple with inaccuracies; 

geographical terminology, if used, is basic or not understood    
• Sketch maps/diagrams are limited or poorly executed and may lack relevance
• Question is understood weakly and may be addressed slightly 
• Superficial statements replace analysis and evaluation; application may be minimal 

or absent
• Conclusion may be absent or simply asserted 
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Question 2
Arid and Semi-Arid Environments

‘The hydrological cycle in desert environments is mainly characterised by a lack of precipitation’.
To what extent do you agree with this view?  [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

The lack of precipitation in desert environments is clearly a key characteristic with many classification 
systems using this as the principal distinguishing feature (i.e. less than 250mm =arid). However there is 
considerable variation within this and candidates may well discuss  contrasting deserts with some areas 
(e.g. Patagonia) being termed desert but with relatively high rainfall (up to 500mm). Most importantly 
is a consideration of the many other unique qualities that characterise the desert hydrological cycle – in 
particular, the high evapo-transpiration rates and also other flows (high surface run off, low infiltration etc.) 
and stores (low interception, low soil storage etc.). Whilst it is possible to generalise the desert hydrological 
cycle, candidates are expected to appreciate that cycles will vary considerably depending on the location in 
which they are discussing. 

Lower level candidates will be likely to generalise the cycle and not see it as varying by desert region. They 
are unlikely to discuss, in detail, other stores and flows and will see the desert cycle as being characterised 
by low inputs and high outputs. Higher level candidates will have a far greater knowledge of the complexity 
of different desert systems and will, in particular, make detailed reference to a range of other stores and 
flows.

Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
This was awarded a P2 mark because it shows some basic awareness and explanation of the processes 
within the hydrological cycle which is the subject of the question. However, it missed the three dimensional 
aspect by omitting sub-surface flows and stores. The spatial context is not defined, i.e. there is no definition 
of a desert (less than 250mm of rain for arid and less than 500mm of rain for a semi-arid area). The question 
asks for knowledge of lack of precipitation so a contextual definition is advised.  However there were other 
major omissions. It contains limited exemplification for instance; there is little variation between the major 
deserts of the world. Only one paragraph appears which contrasted the Negev in Israel with the Atacama 
in South America. Overall, it is a superficial answer which lacks content but has a basic understanding. The 
simplistic conclusion is basic although it does relate to the discussion made.

Question 3
Glacial and Periglacial Environments

With the help of annotated diagrams, examine the sequence of processes responsible for the formation of 
corries and of ribbon lakes.   [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

Processes and sequence and fundamental to this question. Candidates are expected to understand the 
processes of movement, energy and erosion / deposition and be able to relate these accurately to landform 
formation. Sequentially it is expected that candidates will show the gradual evolution of these landforms.

Lower level responses are unlikely to have detailed and / or accurate labelling of diagrams. Such responses 
will likely find it difficult to link process to landform and will tend to be general in the sequential analysis. 
They may well skip stages of formation or offer just one plausible theory (in the case of ribbon lakes). 
Higher level responses will contain detailed and well annotated diagrams for both landforms showing a 
thorough understanding of process and sequence. However it should be noted that there does not have to 
be a perfect balance between the two landforms for a higher level response. Candidates will have a good 
understanding of the way in which ice movement links to process which in turn links to landform.
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Example candidate response – Distinction (D1)
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Examiner comment – Distinction (D1)
This is an outstanding answer. Not only is it extremely well written but it contains excellent use of 
Geographical terminology and has detail where necessary, for instance time taken for firn to form and 
albedo figures  which reinforce the points being made. The diagrammatic material is well integrated into 
the answer by the use of Figure numbers which could be a useful blueprint for answers generally. The use 
of conceptual ideas such as positive feedback also plays a part in the answer and the processes are well 
explained and their sequential nature made clear. There are appropriate examples for instance Snowdonia 
and Norway. Although ribbon lakes are not as comprehensively treated as corries and the possible rock 
hollow origin of such features is omitted it is clear that this is an above average exceptional answer for which 
the highest mark is applicable.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This is a good answer that would have reached distinction level had it not lacked a conclusion.  It contains 
detailed content, well-annotated diagrams which form an integral part of the argument as they are dispersed 
throughout the text. Knowledge of the sequence of processes is evident and such knowledgeable details 
such as ice densities impress. On the other hand, mis-spelling of the process of dilatation and references 
to ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ rock are unfortunate at this level.  The lack of a conclusion depresses the overall 
achievement.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
This answer was awarded an upper Level 2 mark. Whilst it focuses on the two landforms requested, corries 
and ribbon lakes, there is a lack of recognition of the sequence of processes. There are distinct stages in 
the formation of a corrie and a ribbon lake and these are not followed clearly in this answer. For instance, 
although nivation (the first stage in the formation of a corrie) is covered, the build-up of ice and the attendant 
processes of erosion are not covered in detail explaining backwall steepening and over-deepening. The latter 
is discussed before the former which is the wrong order as the material eroded from the backwall provides 
the tools for abrasion of the base of the corrie. Ribbon lakes are accounted for only by morainic blocking 
although rock basin lakes are the more commonly found ribbon lakes. This was a fundamental omission. 
The question demands well-annotated diagrams and although there are several in this answer which is to 
be applauded, they are not always illuminating. For instance, the diagram of the glacial trough per se has 
limited value and the aerial view omits the presence of a moraine. The corrie diagrams lack any indication of 
processes so that there appears to be few links made between process and form.  Also they lack integration 
into the text. Finally there is a superficiality about the answer throughout.
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Question 4
Glacial and Periglacial Environments

Examine the extent to which human induced climate change is changing glacial and periglacial landscapes.  
 [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

Human induced climate change implies fairly recent changes which have had effects on both glacial and 
periglacial landscapes but it is difficult to generalise. Clearly many areas are suffering from warming and as 
a consequence ice (both ground and surface) is retreating. This offers significant changes to the landscape, 
such as ground subsidence and mass movement. The emphasis here is to do with the impact on landscape 
and this could include geomorphology, ice cover and vegetation. It is important to note that other climatic 
changes have led to different landscape changes. Greater volumes of snow fall in East Antarctica, for 
example, have led to glacial surge and greater rates of erosion associated with thicker ice. It ought to be 
added that there are few (if any) areas where permafrost is expanding.

Lower level responses are likely to focus exclusively on ice retreat and may well not make the link to 
landscape change. Such responses are likely to offer an imbalance between the treatment of periglacial 
and glacial change. Higher level responses will tackle both glacial and periglacial landscapes in some detail, 
discussing the link between changing climate and specific features of landscape. These responses are likely 
to show a sense of ‘landscape’ rather than landforms per se. Also, these responses may well refer to the 
notion that the climate is not changing equally and that some areas are not warming to the same extent and 
that other areas are experiencing positive mass balance due to increased precipitation.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
This answer was just of Distinction level because although it lacked diagrams and references to vegetation, 
it answered in relation to physical processes and geomorphology. It also demonstrates an awareness of 
landscapes in terms of spatial shifts so latitude was invoked as was northward shift of periglacial areas in 
North America. The conclusion is intellectually rigorous and based on the evidence provided.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This answer has merit in that it covers changes to the landscape. What is pleasing is that that it includes 
some physical processes such as kame formation to support the argument that their formation may be 
accelerated due to climate change. Equally there are useful observations such as the fragility of periglacial 
environments and coverage of ecosystems as part of these landscapes which is exactly what the question 
demands. The virtues are evident but overall it lacked a spatial context due to few references to places and 
past and present extent of ice coverings. So although geomorphology and vegetation was identified,  overall 
the answer lacked detail and awareness of the spatial variations in ice covering due to inequalities in climate 
change and there was little more than a basic conclusion.
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Question 5
Coastal Environments

To what extent are soft engineering strategies preferable to hard engineering when preventing cliff erosion? 
  [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

Soft engineering is an increasingly popular form of cliff protection mainly due to its environmental 
sustainability and also as a low cost alternative. Strategies include beach nourishment and sand dune 
stabilisation (as mentioned in the syllabus) but also many other forms that would be worthy of discussion 
(eg. tree growth to prevent sub-aerial processes, salt marshes and mangroves). Hard engineering involves a 
great range of strategies and techniques all of which tend to be more costly and environmentally less sound. 
Evaluation is implicit in this question, as responses should encapsulate an understanding of ‘preferable’. 
This could be approached by Cost-Benefit Analysis or from the point of view of interest groups/stakeholders 
– different people will prefer different strategies depending on their agenda. Environmentalists will have 
preference for low impact soft engineering approaches whereas residents and local businesses will tend 
to prefer hard engineering approaches. Local government may well have more of a concern over finance 
and therefore take more of a cost-benefit approach. Exemplification is expected with examples which may 
be drawn from a range of places, scenarios and stakeholders. Alternatively one case study could serve to 
exemplify the points made about preferred strategies and interest groups.

Lower level responses are unlikely to appreciate the complexity of this debate and may well be immediately 
conclusive in the relative benefits of one approach as opposed to the other. Such responses will lack 
exemplifying evidence and are unlikely to consider the range of stakeholders engaged in the debate. Higher 
level responses will consider the relative merits of both and will acknowledge that the answer is highly 
dependent on the stakeholders involved and the location in question.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
This is a well-organised, pithy, concise argument. It focuses on the issues of hard and soft engineering with 
reference to specific examples like Holderness with its rapidly receding cliff line. The points made are aptly 
supported by some statistical information, which is useful. A map of Holderness might have illustrated the 
starvation of material further south and illuminated the precise section of coastline chosen at Cuckhaven.  
Although there might have been more about stakeholder and interest groups to assist the evaluation, it is a 
balanced account with a strong conclusion just attracting a Distinction level mark.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This answer starts promisingly with reference to cliff erosion and stakeholders and the need for coastal 
protection. Unfortunately the candidate loses sight of the cliffs in the discussion of Abbotts Hall Farm, 
although there is a clear understanding of the variety of hard and soft engineering strategies adopted in the 
UK. This is an example of an answer which contains a sustained argument and an attempt to discuss the 
strategies in terms of preferences hence its merit and a mid-Level 3 mark. However it does lose sight of cliff 
erosion.  It is a long answer with some sound physical geography within it and a strong conclusion which 
partly offsets the loss of focus on cliffs.
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Question 6
Why are some coastlines physically more vulnerable to erosion than others?  [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

There are a great many factors that determine the physical vulnerability of a coast to wave erosion. These 
features can be divided into – waves, physical properties of the cliff and climate. All of these factors will 
play an important role in determining just how easily a coastline will retreat. In this way the vulnerability of 
coastal systems depends on location so ideally examples should be used exemplify this. Candidates might 
take separate sections of the same coastline (e.g. differential rates of erosion on the Dorset coast) or they 
might compare completely different coastlines (e.g. NE USA with SW UK). 

Lower level responses are unlikely to examine all the factors involved in affecting cliff vulnerability and 
answers may well be imbalanced, focusing more on the geology of a cliff, for example. Such responses are 
unlikely to be locationally specific and examples will lack detail. Higher level responses will offer detailed 
examples to exemplify the specifics of location. They are likely to give a more balanced account of the 
whole range of factors that can affect the vulnerability of a coastline.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
This candidate response attracted a Level 2 Pass mark. It explores the correct factors which may make a 
coastline vulnerable to erosion and it is illustrated with maps but these do not really add insight because 
they are not annotated to link to the argument. For instance the Holderness coast is not very accurate in 
terms of physical geography.  A cliff profile might have been more applicable and could have shown mass 
movement as well as marine erosion and the consequent recession. The section on the concordant and 
discordant coastline of the Jurassic coast shows a tendency to describe rather than to highlight the relative 
vulnerability to erosion. At the end of this long section there is no assessment. This answer is not without 
content but it is a ‘broad’ rather than an analytical, insightful answer. For instance, fetch is mentioned but 
there is no explanation of the role of the fetch in producing a particular wave type and its role in coastal 
erosion. Had such commentary been present then the analysis would have been much improved.
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Question 9
How and why does nutrient cycling differ between deciduous woodland and coniferous forest? [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

The question is examining rates of transfer, storage and flow of nutrients. All stores and flows can be 
examined although it is not expected that candidates will tackle them in their entirety. It would seem 
particularly sensible to include diagrams in this answer. It is commonly shown that deciduous woodland 
has higher rates of nutrient circulation than coniferous woodland. Deciduous woodland has higher rates of 
uptake and decomposition. Deciduous trees tend to be far more demanding of nutrients than are coniferous 
species. Biomass store in deciduous wood is proportionally larger, principally due to the increased demand 
posed by leaves. Most explanations relate to climate and / or geology of bedrock.

Lower level responses are unlikely to provide balanced treatment of both ecosystems. They may well 
be inaccurate and a thorough knowledge of both stores and flows is unlikely to be forthcoming. Such 
responses will lack accurate comparative explanation. Higher level responses are likely to have a strong 
understanding of stores, flows and rates of transfer, successfully comparing both ecosystems and 
explaining them in relation to climate and geology.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This candidate response uses the nutrient cycles as the framework for the answer and it contains the 
appropriate terminology of flows stores and transfers. It considers each forest in turn but contains some 
comparative commentary within each section although perhaps this is not the most sophisticated of 
approaches. The coverage of the boreal forest is partial omitting mention of fallout, seasonality of the 
climate and growing season. There are few statistical facts about the climate to reinforce the argument. It 
also misses any response to the geology of an area. It is a workmanlike answer with sound knowledge on 
the whole, clearly appropriate and well-annotated diagrams which superficially meets the demands of the 
question.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
The candidate has knowledge of the two types of forest but it lacks the framework of nutrient cycles. This 
answer lacks them which partly prevented the candidate from achieving more than a pass and a Level 2 
mark. There is awareness of the differences being a response to climate and the comparative element is 
clear. However there tends to be a focus on structure of the ecosystem rather than the dynamics of the 
nutrient cycles, as it does not mention the terminology associated with nutrient cycling and transfers and 
flows like fallout, uptake and weathering which would be expected.  Factors other than climate such as 
geology were expected but were lacking in this response. The conclusion although appropriate in some 
ways tends to highlight the speed of the cycling rather than its components.
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Question 10
Consider the assertion that the introduction of non-native species has been the most important factor in 
changing the nature of temperate ecosystems? [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

Non-native introduction has been an extremely important factor in generating change in temperate 
ecosystems and, in particular, the creation of plagioclimatic communities (e.g. conifer introduction to 
deciduous woodland and rhododendron addition to heathlands). This question is not restricted to floral 
introduction and there is scope for candidates to discuss the introduction of fauna and associated impact 
on the ecology of specific regions (e.g. grey squirrel). However, there are many other factors that have been 
as important, if not more so. The role of land clearance for agriculture and timber, coppicing and pollarding, 
recreational pressure, climate change and acidification have all had far reaching consequences on temperate 
ecosystems. In terms of changing the ‘nature’ of ecosystems this can be interpreted in terms of structure 
and form or processes at work.

Lower level responses are unlikely to discuss the range of different factors and will lack any clear evaluation 
of relative significance. Such responses will typically be poorly exemplified. Higher level responses will have 
a more evaluative stance, examining the relative significance of non-native introduction and are likely to be 
well exemplified as well as observing that the situation is highly place dependent.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
This is a Distinction level answer because it considers a range of factors as well as the role of non-native 
species in changing the nature of temperate ecosystems. These are considered and explained in turn and 
theoretical ideas are integrated into the argument. For instance, the role of wind is seen to be instrumental 
in ‘gap theory’ and the candidate continues to develop the argument by suggesting that these gaps allow 
younger plants and shrubs to grow therefore increasing biodiversity. Disturbance theory is also discussed 
although possibly this theory could have been better integrated into the argument there is also a diagram 
to illustrate this theory.  It is this type of extended explanation and argument that attracts the higher level 
marks because it demonstrates understanding and analytical skills. Quotations from research as appear 
in this essay also enable candidates to produce and sustain a discursive approach. In addition this answer 
demonstrates an awareness of up-to-date knowledge of current trends such as sudden oak death which is 
commendable.  The conclusion is slightly cursory but nonetheless present.

Question 11
Outline the distribution of the global climate zones and discuss how they might be classified. [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

The climatic zones listed in the specification are equatorial, semi-arid tropical, arid tropical, arid temperate, 
humid temperate, boreal and arctic. This list is not expected to be treated in its entirety, nor is it exhaustive. 
It is expected that candidates will tackle at least three different zones and that they will have a good 
understanding of both the distribution and characteristics. In terms of distribution, it is hoped that 
candidates will use detailed understanding and knowledge of the world to exemplify their writing, using 
specific continent and national examples as well as latitude and longitude, where appropriate. Classification 
is intentionally broad but it is hoped for a number of possible ideas, including statistical support (e.g. rainfall 
amounts). Precipitation, temperature and evapotranspiration rates would all be worthy of credit.

Lower level responses are unlikely to study a range of global climate zones and will likely focus on just one 
or two. Such climatic zones will be characterized in a simplistic fashion without a real understanding of the 
quantitative defining points. Higher level responses are likely to examine a range of zones with thorough 
understanding of where they are located (being appropriately evidenced) and a good idea of how their 
characteristics might be used by way of classification.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This is a competent answer achieving a Merit. It is knowledgeable and shows some understanding but it 
lacks sustained explanation. So that the factors are discussed but their impact on the ecosystem are not 
explained in detail, unlike the previous answer. For instance, discussion of the rhododendron suggests that 
its introduction impacts on the food chain because some fauna use the plant as its primary source of food  
but it does not go on to say how and which fauna are involved.  The use of language in this answer is not 
ideal as there are several generalised, unqualified comments such as ‘many different animals’ habitats’, 
‘starts to fall away’, ‘changed dramatically’, ‘completely changed’. One strength is the treatment of scale but 
the conclusion is short, and not linked to the foregoing argument.

Question 12
‘Current climate trends are part of Earth’s natural climate cycle and should not be seen as man-made’. To 
what extent do you agree with this point of view? [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

Current climate trends show a clear warming with 0.65 degree change over the past 100 years. Precipitation 
shows less of a clear trend with possible increases in the extremes of rainfall events as well as a distinct 
drying in the tropical latitudes. The extent to which they are not man made is no longer a real scientific 
debate but it is hoped that candidates will pick up on the controversy, especially that continuing to be lived 
out in the popular press. Certainly candidates who discuss some alternative theories, such as hotspot 
behaviour and orbital eccentricity would warrant credit. However, it is hoped that most candidates will 
discuss the rate of temperature change in a longer term context and will thus see climate change as 
outside the normal climatic cycles and inherently linked to man’s activities. ‘Trends’ is important in this 
context as candidates may well mention the colder and warmer times typifying past regimes, without duly 
emphasising the importance of rate.

Lower level responses are unlikely to give a well supported argument. They may reach conclusions quickly 
and without due evidence or detail of discussion. Higher level answers are expected to lend detail to both 
sides of the discussion although these responses might well be highly biased to one side of the argument. 
The responses doesn’t need to be balanced to be well rewarded, rather well argued and evidenced.
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Example candidate response – Distinction (D1)
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Examiner comment – Distinction (D1)
This answer is characterised by impressive detailed reference to statistics to support the argument, a clear 
statement at the beginning of the stance to be taken and a clear interpretation of the question about natural 
and human causes of climate change. It is a balanced argument and has discussion of trends, all of which 
are demanded by the question so the content and understanding is excellent. There is a well-developed 
conclusion and although the diagram might have been a little clearer overall the answer recognises all the 
elements of the question and has a strong conclusion.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
This candidate response demonstrates an unusual approach to this question because it takes a sceptical 
position and argues that climate has always changed over time (he cites some post glacial trends) and 
evidence from ice cores and NOAA to reinforce the argument. He also covers greenhouse gas emissions 
and argues that methane levels are partly responsible and these are natural. It is a controversial viewpoint 
but one in this case which has sufficient factual and statistical evidence to support what is a sustained 
point of view throughout and to justify a distinction level 4 mark.  However it should be noted that there is 
reference to Al Gore’s ‘hockey stick’ graph. In this case it is used effectively to make a point about relative 
changes in temperature but use of such theories should be fully understood and analysed for successful 
application in such a question. Wholesale incorporation of theories derived from visual material may not 
always be illuminating unless applied judiciously. The candidate offers a reservation about adopting a 
sceptical approach but should be reassured that when reinforced by evidence any viewpoint is acceptable 
and can achieve the higher marks.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This answer demonstrates two fundamental mistakes that candidates often make in relation to global 
warming and climate change. The first is that the ozone layer does not make a significant impact on 
increasing atmospheric temperatures, although many, like this candidate, suggest that ‘the depletion of this 
layer (ozone) and the thickening in areas is unnatural which is why there is the view that global warming is 
due to man’. So this assessment is predicated on incorrect information.  Secondly, in attempting to account 
for the enhanced greenhouse effect the candidate annotates the relevant and integrated diagram (to be 
applauded) by suggesting that the earth reflects incoming short wave radiation. Only a small amount is 
reflected whereas the majority is re-radiated and this would have been the correct explanation here. There 
are glimmers of awareness of current climatic trends in references to El Niño but these are not developed. 
The answer focuses on the question and attempts a discursive approach but does not take the argument to 
its logical well developed conclusion.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
This candidate response was awarded a Level 2 Pass mark on the Generic Mark Scheme for it demonstrated 
some knowledge of the role of human activity but largely through the prism of the carbon cycle. There 
is mention of methane, but, other than that, greenhouse gases are not extensively covered. Neither are 
current climate trends which should be the focus of the question and there needs to be reference to 
temperature increases, the hottest decade perhaps and changes to storm patterns and El Niño for instance. 
There is a section on Kyoto which is not germane to the argument. There is some statistical information and 
an explanation of the greenhouse effect which is commendable. However there is no awareness of natural 
causes of climatic cycles which partly accounts for the lower mark.
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Paper 3 – Global Themes

Global Themes, is an options paper, where candidates study one Theme in Section A (Questions 1–6) and 
one Theme in Section B (Questions 7–12). 

Generic Mark Scheme

Level Marks Assessment criteria

5 22–25 • Wide-ranging, detailed and accurate knowledge and clear, high order 
understanding of the subject content

• Relevant, detailed and accurate exemplification used effectively

• Logical and clear organisation; good English expression; full and accurate use of 
geographical terminology

• Well annotated and executed sketch maps/diagrams integrated fully with the 
text

• Fully focused on the specific demands of the question

• Systematic analysis and a critical approach to evaluation; appropriate application 
of concepts and theories

• Conclusion shows high level insight and is logical and well founded on evidence 
and argument

4 18–21 • Good knowledge and depth of understanding of the subject content

• Appropriate and well developed exemplification

• Logical organisation; sound English expression; appropriate use of geographical 
terminology

• Clearly annotated sketch maps/diagrams well integrated with the text

• Well focused on the demands of the question

• Elements of systematic analysis and ability to evaluate; generally appropriate 
application of concepts and theories

• Conclusion is sound and based on evidence and argument

3 14–17 • Sound knowledge and understanding of the subject content lacking depth in 
some areas

• Appropriate but partial exemplification, may not be integrated with the text

• Generally clear communication but lacking some organisation; English 
expression and use of geographical terminology are mostly accurate

• Sketch maps/diagrams generally used effectively and appropriately

• Specific demands of the question mostly met

• Some ability to analyse and evaluate; limited application of concepts and 
theories

• Conclusion is limited and has some links to the rest of the response
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2 10–13 • Some knowledge and understanding of the subject content lacking depth and 
detail

• Exemplification used may be limited or not fully appropriate

• Limited organisation; English expression is basic with some accurate use of 
geographical terminology

• Sketch maps/diagrams may have inaccuracies and limited relevance

• Question is addressed broadly or partially

• Analysis, evaluation and application of concepts and theories are limited and 
may be superficial

• Conclusion is basic and may not be linked to the rest of the response

1 0–9 • A little knowledge and understanding of the subject content; response may 
also contain unconnected material

• Exemplification, if used, is simple and poorly related to the text or may not be 
relevant

• Lack of clarity and organisation; English expression is simple with inaccuracies; 
geographical terminology, if used, is basic or not understood

• Sketch maps/diagrams are limited or poorly executed and may lack relevance

• Question is understood weakly and may be addressed slightly

• Superficial statements replace analysis and evaluation; application may be 
minimal or absent

• Conclusion may be absent or simply asserted
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Section A

Question 1 – Migration and Urban Change
Consider the character and management of different types of international migration.  [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

The theme of migration is set within a syllabus context of a classification; the typology being identified in 
terms of scale, direction, motivation, space and time. Candidates may use any examples of international 
migration (i.e. country to country moves, crossing national borders), such as major streams, refugee 
flows, economic migration and illegal movements. There may be detailed consideration of two types of 
migration (or examples of migratory streams) or wider coverage of more than two. Character may be 
interpreted broadly: responses may include descriptive and explanatory details of such characteristics as 
who the migrants are; the location of source(s) and destination(s); motivation; constraints and obstacles; 
and outcomes. Consideration of the element of management may elicit greater analysis and higher order 
treatment, as beyond what is done to manage such migration. Candidates may consider related issues both 
national (affecting a single country) and international. The syllabus identifies strategies both to encourage 
and to restrict international migration, listing immigration controls, international agreements and financial 
incentives. Clearly there is potential to consider refugee movements and the particular management 
challenges they present. 

At lower levels, candidates may tend to describe the character of international migration more than truly 
consider it, and may lack attention to its management. At higher levels, diverse exemplar content is likely to 
be used to support well-developed and reasonably balanced considerations of international migration in both 
character and management which display a sense of contemporary realities.
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Example candidate response – Distinction (D1)
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Examiner comment – Distinction (D1)
This is an exceptional response of D1 quality to which full marks were deservingly awarded.  It is 
distinguished by an arresting start and a strong conclusion, each of which attests to the complexity of 
international migration and demonstrates high order conceptual understanding of the subject area in terms 
of both character and management.  The writing is highly evaluative and the candidate deploys a variety of 
examples from countries at different levels of development very effectively as evidence.  The incidence of 
typos does not detract from the essay’s rigour or level of overall achievement, which is outstanding.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
The essay displays qualities of more than one level in the Generic Mark Scheme (GMS).  For example, 
organisation is logical and expression sound (Level 4); knowledge and understanding are sound (Level 3); yet 
the conclusion is basic, consisting of one simple idea expressed in a single sentence (Level 2).  To achieve 
a higher mark, two possible areas for improvement are identified.  One is the greater development of the 
aspect of the management of international migration in the question, to which little attention was given.  
The other is the need to provide a fuller supported conclusion, given that the seventh descriptor in the GMS 
relates specifically to how an essay concludes.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
The attributes of this essay are found largely in the Level 2 descriptors of the GMS, however the lack of 
a  conclusion, (Level 1), restricts the outcome.  The essay is simply structured and has some qualities of 
a ‘developed list’ with a number of paragraphs beginning “Another form of migration …”.  The character of 
international migration is largely limited to type of movement and country of destination.  The examples used 
would benefit from deeper and more detailed treatment (e.g. date, scale, nature of flows, place). Attention 
given to the question’s element of management of international migration relates mainly to entry controls 
and this could be widened and developed for further credit.  One key omission is the integration of concepts 
and theories about migration and, therefore, of the analysis which such content stimulates.

Question 2 – Migration and Urban Change
Assess the effectiveness of attempts to manage the consequences of urbanisation.  [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

Urbanisation is appropriately defined as the process of concentration of population into urban
settlements, from rural ones. Whilst it includes rural-urban migration, it relates to the increase in
the overall proportion of population residing in urban areas. The syllabus lists a number of
consequences and impacts and the following management initiatives:

• Housing improvements: site and service schemes, upgrading

• Infrastructural improvements: water and sanitation, transport accessibility

• Social improvements: education and health

• Economic improvements: providing work opportunities, self-help schemes

• Environmental protection

The contemporary context in countries at lower levels of development may be taken, so may the
experience of highly urbanised countries at higher levels of development, both currently and
historically, for example in the 19th century.

The wording of the question requires the effectiveness of the management of at least two
consequences to be assessed. Effectiveness may be seen in terms of cost/benefit, outcomes,
unforeseen problems, winners/losers, delivery of objectives, amelioration of quality of life, etc. In
so large and potentially diverse a subject area, comprehensive responses are not required; there
may be focused responses with detailed support from two attempts or initiatives in one urbanised
area, such as Nairobi or London, and broader treatments, perhaps thematic, drawing on more
diverse examples in less depth.

At lower levels, the approach may be more descriptive of attempts than evaluative. At higher
levels, skills of examination will be displayed in the organisation and development of the
response, with some structuring of observations, for example in terms of relative effectiveness or
varying outcomes for different stakeholders or locations.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
The introductory paragraph sets the scene firmly in different parts of the world and at different levels of 
development.  The latter is an element which the candidate returns to towards the end.  The essay is clearly 
structured and develops by taking a consequence of urbanisation, outlining one or more management 
responses and offering some assessment of the effectiveness of the attempt(s).  The level of detail offered 
indicates good knowledge of the attempts and a facility with selecting, directing and applying information to 
the specific needs of this question.  This high-achieving response would be improved by a more analytical 
approach; fuller assessment and ‘a critical approach to evaluation’ (Level 5); and tighter vocabulary and 
expression, both in terms of the construction of the narrative and geographical terminology.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This essay, whilst generally ‘urban’ in character, and analytical in approach, lacks a tight focus on the 
question set. For example, in the introduction the candidate writes about urbanisation without defining it.  
The essay moves on to content about urban “problems” which is only partly relevant.  It is slow to reach the 
‘attempts to manage the consequences of urbanisation’ of the question.  After that, new towns and garden 
cities are dealt with together in one paragraph with their effectiveness summarised in a single sentence of 
assessment.  In the conclusion the candidate mistakenly writes “to try and prevent urban sprawl”, which is 
not the actual question.  The essay would be improved by tighter planning; a narrower field, allowing greater 
depth; and by the provision of appropriate exemplar detail.  For example, the example of verticalisation 
(tower blocks) is given simply as “in France and the UK”.
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Question 3 – Trade, Debt and Aid
To what extent do you agree that global capital transfers decrease global disparities? [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

The syllabus term global capital transfers covers trade, foreign direct investment (FDI) and aid.  Global 
patterns of each of these three elements are a key part of the Specified content.  Although the concept of 
global disparities is not expressly mentioned in the syllabus, here it provides candidates with the filter for 
assessment in a broad and overarching question.  It allows for the expression of evidence-based judgements 
and an appreciation of change over time.  No particular stance is anticipated, however, and more than one 
interpretation may be taken, for example, that of classical economics, or of supranational bodies, such as 
the WTO.  Although the question is expressly global, it may be considered in its impacts at other scales 
additionally, for example, as global transfers of countries affect a world region or an individual country.  

The assessment is likely to show elements of agreement and disagreement and provide evidence to 
substantiate the position taken, acknowledging spatial scale and timescale.  In so broad an area, diversity 
may be recognised, for example observing the effects of inward FDI and the emergence of NICs in the new 
world order; and what may be termed the ‘negative’ consequences of aid in countries at the lowest levels of 
development.

At lower levels, candidates may write quite generally and tend to explain, or state a position, rather than 
assess.  The approach taken may be quite narrow in the type of transfer(s) considered or exemplar content.  
At higher levels, candidates will display a global perspective and provide an assessment which is supported, 
dynamic and contemporary.  
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
A developed response of unusual length in the 45 minutes available for writing an essay.  It benefits from 
time taken in planning and maintains the focus well.  It is notable for the variety and level of detail of the 
examples taken, for the up-to-date nature of much of the content and for the way in which examples and 
analysis are integrated.  The interpretation of global disparities is appropriate and including safety standards 
as one type is creative.  Disparities could be explored further creditably, for example in terms of the theory 
of divergence and convergence over time.  The principal limitation of the response is that, from the opening 
sentence to the conclusion, ‘global capital transfers’ seem to be interpreted as global trade, although the 
writing includes material on aid and FDI.  A definition of the term at the start would both convince the 
examiner that it is fully understood and help to sharpen the essay further.
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Question 4 – Trade, Debt and Aid
Examine the reasons for global patterns of foreign direct investment (FDI). [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

Candidates need to establish what the global patterns of FDI are, to a greater or lesser extent, in order to 
then examine them effectively.  Global patterns may be interpreted in a number of ways including spatially, 
temporally, inward/outward FDI, and involving different donors and recipients.  The syllabus identifies 
“reasons” in two broad areas:

• the benefits for both recipient and donor;

• the role of TNCs and global financial institutions, such as the World Bank and the IMF.  

However, candidates may develop other material or to approach this content in a different manner, for 
example through considering different motives, such as market penetration, the risk factors which deter 
FDI or features which attract it.  One potentially fruitful area is the effects of the global economic downturn: 
UNCTAD reported that the financial crisis provoked a decrease in FDI of more than 20% between 2007 and 
2008, after four years of growth, but that the decreases were not uniform spatially.  

Candidates are free to organise and support their responses as they choose.  It would be possible, after a 
global introduction to focus on one location, such as China in terms of inward and outward FDI and global 
position, or to take a broader and less detailed approach throughout, structuring the response reason by 
reason, rather than by example.  

At lower levels, content may tend towards the narrative with explanation embedded and examination 
limited.  Patterns may be impressionistic or generalised and global perspective weak.  At higher levels, 
skills in weighing and judgement are likely to be observed, in an appropriately global context, perhaps with 
similarity and diversity recognised and evidenced.
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
The essay has a succinct and well-directed introduction which identifies four reasons for global patterns 
of FDI straightaway.  It impresses by its global perspective, the sense of pattern that it conveys and the 
deployment of detailed, contemporary, examples at different scales.  The candidate identifies a clear 
economic rationale for FDI based on multiple economic influences and mentions political reasons also.  
Response quality could have been enhanced by higher level attention to pattern, theoretical content and the 
integration of a sketch map or sketch diagram of FDI flows.  Possible areas for analysis of pattern include 
inward FDI compared with outward FDI or observed gaps (i.e. factors that repel such investment). 
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
The answer does well to start with a definition of FDI, however it is inadequate in that it seems to confuse 
it with TNCs.  There is clear attention to ‘global patterns’ but in a limited and not fully robust way.  The 
Asian Tigers are covered in quite general terms at the level of named countries.  More detail is given 
about China, but not all of it is relevant to the ‘reasons’ of the question.  It is good to see the CIVETS 
included.  The conclusion about Asia is not justifiable and whilst the identification of key reasons is valid, 
the simplicity suggested is unreal in terms of contemporary complexity and the uneven development of the 
world economy.  Answer quality could be further improved by tighter expression and by avoiding sweeping 
statements, for example about Africa having “little to no infrastructure”.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
This is a broad, valid, appreciation of global patterns of FDI and the reasons for them.  It remains general 
apart from some mention being made of China in Africa, with one reference to Sudan.  The candidate 
demonstrates awareness of the profit motive for investment and of a number of contributory reasons, but 
these are expressed loosely and generically.  The conclusion consists of a recapitulation of the points made.  
To move into higher levels of reward the main needs are for a greater sense of what the global patterns of 
FDI are, for appropriate and detailed exemplification which is integrated with the rest of the text, and for 
enhanced analysis of these to replace the broad statements which lack support.
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Question 7 – Energy and Mineral Resources
Assess the progress made towards sustainable energy production.  [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

An understanding of sustainable management is one of the Pre-U distinctives of Studying Geography 
(page 5).  Whilst there is no single universally acknowledged definition of sustainable development, the 
Brundtland Commission definition may be taken, as development which “meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”  Candidates may break 
this down into its different dimensions: environmentally sustainable, economically sustainable, socially 
sustainable and politically sustainable.  

Candidates may develop any approach to this large topic area that they choose.  It is likely that attention 
will be directed towards the replacement of non-renewable energy resources, which are depleting and 
pollutative, with renewable sources of energy and the attendant issues.  The distinctive contribution 
and position of nuclear power may be considered within the UK and/or internationally.  Progress may be 
assessed using different criteria and measures, for example, carbon emissions, cost/benefit or overall 
potential and by considering countries at different levels of development.  

At lower levels responses may be conceptually loose and somewhat narrative, tending to report or explain 
what is happening technologically in the energy sector.  At higher levels, sustainability will be the clear focus 
of an evidence-based assessment.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
This is a sound, rather general, assessment of the progress made towards sustainable energy production.  
As a response it would benefit from the definition of the word ‘sustainable’ and of the concept of ‘progress’ 
in this context.  It is structured source by source, one per paragraph, which is clear but which does not lend 
itself to higher level critical and comparative analysis as the sources are assessed separately.  It is good to 
see the inclusion of some simple labelled diagrams.  The essay could be improved either by the integration 
of specific located examples or, more ambitiously, by replacing the source-by-source approach with moving  
from an in-depth assessment of one detailed case to another.  More work on the conclusion could lift it 
readily to a higher level as the candidate appears to have a good idea of the function of a conclusion.  
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
The candidate opens with the idea that “good progress” is being made towards sustainable energy 
production.  The essay demonstrates this in a limited manner.  Apart from reference to one named 
wind farm, the content is general and observations are broad, sometimes not located, and, at times, are 
unjustifiably sweeping.  There is some knowledge and understanding of energy production shown without a 
clear conceptual foundation or much relationship to the real world.  The conclusion offers an opinion which 
is hard to justify.  The response would be improved by exploring the meaning of the word ‘sustainable’ and 
by the integration of varied examples which allow assessment to be specific and evidence-based, rather 
than quite so general.     
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Question 9 – The Provision of Food
 Evaluate the sustainability of different approaches to meeting the increasing global demand for food.  [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

An understanding of sustainable management is one of the Pre-U distinctives of Studying Geography (page 
5).  Whilst there is no single universally acknowledged definition of sustainable development, the Brundtland 
Commission definition may be taken, as development which “meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”.  Candidates may break this down 
into its different dimensions: environmentally sustainable, economically sustainable, socially sustainable and 
politically sustainable.  

The syllabus gives global population increase and the mismatch between population distribution and food 
availability as the context.  The phrase “different approaches” can be interpreted in a number of ways, as 
candidates choose, requiring two or more approaches to be considered.  Within the Specified content there 
is potential to consider: 

• intensification and extensification of agriculture;

• the Green Revolution;

• solutions from alternative and intermediate technology;

• replacing subsistence agriculture with commercial agriculture;

• land reform and changes in scale of production;

• fish farming;

• genetically modified (GM) crops;

• food miles.

Candidates may also develop material of their own and consider other initiatives.  

At lower levels, candidates may tend to describe approaches and consider sustainably in a limited manner.  
At higher levels, more nuanced consideration will be given to food production within a 21st century context 
which is both real and well-informed.  
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
This essay is distinguished in a number of ways: it begins, commendably, with a definition of the term 
sustainable derived from Brundtland and by outlining the nature of ‘increasing global demand’.  It integrates 
the theories of Boserup and Malthus (without diagrams) and offers a global perspective on the topic by 
drawing on different approaches and a range of examples in some detail.  It provides a good overview of 
the subject area but could go further in the evaluation made of the approaches.  Sustainability has different 
dimensions (e.g. environmental, social, economic) which could usefully be teased out.  In addition, higher 
order evaluation, in addition to offering an assessment, draws out values, whether explicit or implicit and 
offers a critique beyond that which is seen here.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
The essay begins with the work of Malthus and Boserup.  It uses diagrams and integrates them with the 
text, but they are not fully labelled.  The opening phrase ‘To define sustainability’ does not actually yield 
a definition.  The candidate takes, in turn, three approaches – GM crops, organic farming and battery 
production – and locates these creditably in countries at different levels of development.  The response 
displays characteristics of different Levels in the GMS.  The main ways to enhance its quality would be a 
more robust approach to the concept of sustainability (see, for example, the final sentence); and, on that 
basis, stronger analysis and fuller evaluation.  Expression and use of language could also be firmer.  
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Question 11 – Tourism Spaces
Assess the success of attempts to make tourism more sustainable.  [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

An understanding of sustainable management is one of the Pre-U distinctives of Studying Geography 
(page 5).  Whilst there is no single universally acknowledged definition of sustainable development, the 
Brundtland Commission definition may be taken, as development which “meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”  Candidates may break 
this down into its different dimensions: environmentally sustainable, economically sustainable, socio-
culturally sustainable and politically sustainable. 

Different approaches to the relative lack of sustainability in many approaches to tourism may be taken: for 
example, using the Butler life cycle model, the nature of the holiday product or the acknowledged instability 
of the sector.  There may also be coverage of the impacts of tourism, both positive and negative, on 
environments, economies, societies and cultures, as a background to the attempts.  

The syllabus identifies two main types of attempts to make tourism more sustainable:

• management strategies at different scales;

• sustainable tourism and ecotourism initiatives.  

The assessment of success may be pursued in terms of the absence of damaging impacts, the recovery 
of quality, the maintenance of equilibrium and the addition of positive impacts through tourism, e.g. the 
empowerment of indigenous people or the a shift from seasonal to year-round employment as markets are 
diversified.  

At lower levels, candidates may describe and explain changes in tourism without assessing their success in 
more than a limited manner.  Conceptual grasp of sustainability may be slight.  At higher levels, sustainability 
will be the clear focus, and skills demonstrated in weighing and judging evidence in different dimensions.  
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
The essay plan and the opening paragraph indicate this work’s strong conceptual foundation in terms 
of sustainability as applied to tourism.  It has a clear structure (environmental, social and economic 
sustainability) and works from example to example offering an assessment of each one.  Some of these 
examples could have received more in-depth treatment.  The section on eco-labelling shows insight and is 
of particular interest.  To further improve a good quality piece of writing it would help to consider attempts 
regarding other forms of tourism more widely, such as mass tourism, and attempts to address its lack 
of sustainability, rather than only the parts of the sector that are promoted as sustainable tourism.  The 
integration and application of relevant conceptual and theoretical content, beyond that which is found, such 
as that of carrying capacity or Doxey’s Irridex, would also enhance the writing and be highly creditable.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
The response is focused on ecotourism and, like the other response to this question, does not consider 
other forms of tourism and their attempts to become more sustainable.  It lacks a definition of the key 
term, although it does show understanding of the concept by considering local communities, money and 
the environment in turn.  The candidate has sound knowledge and understanding of the material presented 
and shows some ability to analyse, although the assessment could go much further.  The inclusion of the 
diagram of Butler’s life cycle model is a valid idea, but could be better used as it is only linked to the idea of 
rejuvenation.  The conclusion offered could be developed further; it is limited in making a simple contrast 
which does not do full justice to the material covered.
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Question 12 – Tourism Spaces
Consider why the development of tourism is spatially uneven. [25]

Mark scheme
Indicative content:

Logically it would be surprising if the development of tourism was even spatially, even in tourism spaces of 
limited areal extent such as small islands.  The question here invites candidates to construct an explanation 
of why this is so, based on their understanding of the nature of the product and global tourism patterns.  
This may be at a number of scales: world, world region, country, tourist coast, individual resort.  

The syllabus identifies a number of elements which may be pertinent:

• the core-periphery model;

• the development of enclaves;

• the Butler life cycle model/the decline of tourist areas over time. 

To this candidates may add their own observations for example, the attractiveness of different 
environments, proximity to areas of demand, legislative frameworks, cultural proximity or distance, 
accessibility, fashion, promotion, political stability/instability, etc.  

At lower levels, candidates may tend to describe spatial unevenness and offer broad and generalised 
explanations, maybe focusing on a small number of characteristics.  At higher levels the scope, complexity 
and dynamism of tourism as a sector will be evident, and the consideration developed in a more integrated 
manner, combining factors in several dimensions (economic, social, environmental, political).
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
The question is answered broadly and in a descriptive way.  It does not have the expected content of 
concepts or theories and overlooks, in the case of tourism, the potential to include models.  The question is 
interpreted in a simple manner to mean more tourists in one area than in another.  At times this simplicity 
becomes unrobust, for example in the content about package tourism from Britain.  At other times the 
response becomes irrelevant to the question set, for example in writing about St Lucia.  A clearer focus 
on the aspect of ‘development’ and on what the spatial unevenness is that results, would improve this 
essay.  So too would an approach which is more analytical and the disciplined application of the criterion of 
pertinence to the inclusion of content.
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Paper 4 – Research Topic

Section A: Microclimates

Question 1
 Study Figs 1 and 2, which show information about night time temperatures in a large city and the 
surrounding rural area in the UK in March 2009.

(a)  Giving evidence from Fig. 2, state the range of temperature between the city centre and the 
surrounding rural area.  [2]

(b) Using both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, describe the form of the city’s urban heat island.  [4]

(c) Study Figs 3A, 3B and 3C which show the city of New York, USA.

  Fig. 3A shows temperature information. Fig. 3B shows vegetation density. Fig. 3C names the 
boroughs  within New York.

  Using both Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B, to what extent is there a relationship between temperature and 
vegetation cover in New York?  [6]

(d)  Evaluate the usefulness and the limitations of Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B to those who study urban heat 
islands.  [8]
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Mark scheme
(a)  11 (or 11.5) – 5  =  6 (or 6.5) °C

2 mks for stating the range alone [2]

(b) Suggest up to 3 marks for a description of the plan view
1/3 or 2/2 or 3/1
Reserve 1 mark for reference to the 3rd dimension e.g. dome [4]

(c) The overall impression is of a strong relationship – expect candidates to draw this out with some valid
support from the 2 satellite photographs.

L3 (5–6 marks)
Clear and detailed assessment of the relationship.
Extensive and accurate data support.

L2 (3–4 marks)
Some assessment of the relationship.
Provides data support at the top end of this level.

L1 (0–2 marks)
Little attempt to address the relationship; simple description.
Data support inaccurate or lacking. [6]

(d)   Urban heat islands develop best under particular meteorological conditions and during certain seasons
and at particular times of day. The intensity of the heat island also depends on the interplay between
these physical factors along with a number of human controlled factors including building density,
building materials and land use.

  The resources show the form of the urban heat islands but shed little light on the role of the factors 
mentioned.

L3 (6–8 marks)
 Clear and detailed evaluation of the usefulness and limitations of the resources. The resources are well 
used to support the points made. A clear understanding of other information which would be of use.

 L2 (3–5 marks)
 Some analysis of the usefulness and limitations of the resources, which may be unbalanced. Provides 
support for some observations. At the top end there may be a limited awareness of other information 
which might be useful.

L1 (0–2 marks)
Little understanding of the usefulness of the resources; perhaps simple description. Support is inaccurate 
or lacking. [8]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
Part (a) gains full credit. In part (b) there are some relevant descriptive points, but an overall description 
of the form of the urban heat island is lacking. The candidate makes reference to the strength of the 
relationship between the two variables in part (c), but needed to go on to identify areas where the 
relationship does not hold in order to make a convincing assessment. In part (d) the candidate shows a 
clear understanding of the limitations of the resources and other information which may be of use. It is 
well written and well supported. One weakness is that the usefulness of the resources is addressed in a 
superficial fashion.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
Part (a) gains full credit. In part (b) there are some relevant descriptive points, but an overall description 
of the form of the urban heat island is lacking. In part (c) the candidate provides some assessment of the 
relationship between the two variables and there is some useful reference to the resources. In part (d) the 
candidate starts well with discussion of the key to the temperatures in Fig. 3A. The suggestion to define 
urban and rural areas using vegetation density (Fig. 3B) is less convincing. At the end of the answer there 
is some knowledge of other information which might be useful, but the range of points discussed is quite 
narrow.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
Part (a) gains full credit, but in part (b) the candidate needed to describe the form of the urban heat island 
shown in the resources. In part (c) the candidate describes the link between temperature and vegetation 
shown on the resources but fails to give a judgement about the extent of the link. The candidate attempts 
explanations of the link for which there is no credit in this question. In part (d) there is some analysis of the 
limitations of the resources (written at a general level) but very little about the usefulness.
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Question 2
(a)  Study Fig. 4, which shows wind speed measurements collected at a suburban shopping centre. The 

measurements shown are the maximum wind speed at each point recorded over a 15 minute period.

 Describe the pattern of wind speeds shown in Fig. 4. [5]

(b)  From your wider study of microclimates, consider the extent to which urban areas make their own 
climates.  [10]
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Mark scheme
(a) Generally, wind speed increases where the gap between buildings is at its narrowest. There also appears 

to be a frictional effect near the walls. In addition, there are some anomalies to this general pattern.

L3 (4–5 marks)
Clear and detailed description of the pattern of wind speed shown.  The anomalies are clearly identified. 
Data from the map is well used to support the points made.

L2 (2–3 marks)
A valid attempt to describe the pattern. Data is used to support the points made. Less importance placed 
on the anomalies.

L1 (0–1 marks)
Limited ability to interpret the map and identify a pattern, may simply describe. Use of data is inaccurate 
or lacking.  [5]

(b) An opportunity here to explore the topic of microclimates in an urban setting. Good responses will focus
on the ‘extent to which’ with some useful exemplar support. 

L3 (8–10 marks)
Evaluation is to the fore with appropriate exemplar support. There is a sophisticated understanding of the 
range of processes involved. The answer is well founded on evidence.

L2 (5–7 marks)
Able to describe and offer some explanation. Sound knowledge and understanding, lacking depth in 
places. Conclusion limited. May well refer to processes only without addressing the evaluative part of 
the question. UHI only.

L1 (0–4 marks)
The approach is largely descriptive and piecemeal with little or no attempt to address the question. 
Superficial statements. Little exemplar support. [10]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
In part (a) there is a clear attempt to describe the pattern of wind speeds shown in Fig. 4 with some good 
support from the diagram. The use of compass directions adds to the quality of the answer.

In part (b) there is clear understanding of the processes involved – paragraphs 2 and 3 are especially 
impressive, combining exemplar material with some indication of the scale of the impact urban areas 
have on local climates. The answer could have been improved if the concluding paragraph addressed the 
judgement required by the question.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
In part (a) there is a clear attempt to describe the pattern of wind speeds shown in Fig. 4. There is some 
limited data support from the diagram (only the maximum and minimum wind speeds are given). The use of 
compass directions adds to the quality of the answer.

Part (b) is well structured, starting with temperature and then going on to discuss precipitation and wind. 
The answer could have been improved by referring to actual examples. Also, the conclusion is limited, 
without really addressing the ‘extent to which’ required by the question.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
Part (a) attempts to describe the pattern of wind speed, but support from the diagram is very general. It is 
better to quote actual figures from the resource rather than to estimate averages.

In part (b) a few relevant points are made which indicate a partial understanding. There appears to be no 
logical order to the discussion.
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Question 3
 With reference to your own investigation of microclimates, evaluate the extent to which the use of 
secondary sources enhanced your investigation.

Begin by stating the question or hypothesis that you investigated.     [15]

Mark scheme
Answers should be based firmly on their own investigations, quoting examples drawn from this.

 Clearly, much depends on the investigation and the choice of data. Candidates should be aware of the 
limitations of their own primary data (e.g. spatial, temporal, scale) and the way in which secondary data 
complements their primary data and enhances and extends their investigation.

 In terms of evaluation a range of responses is acceptable from ‘to a large extent’ to ‘to a small extent’ 
depending upon the investigation.

 L4 (13–15 marks)
 The candidate displays a high order understanding of the ways in which secondary sources enhanced (or 
otherwise) the investigation with good support.  Evaluation to the fore.

L3 (10–12 marks)
Good understanding of the ways in which secondary sources enhanced (or otherwise) the investigation. The 
answer makes appropriate reference to the candidate’s own investigation. Well focused on the question.

L2 (7–9 marks)
More focused on the candidate’s own investigation. Describes the use of secondary sources, but only in a 
superficial fashion. 

L1 (0–6 marks)
 Discussion lacks detail. Perhaps descriptive only, with only piecemeal comments about secondary sources.  
Little reference to candidate’s own investigation. [15]
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
There is reference to the candidate’s own investigation along with a clear focus on the question. The 
secondary sources used (a similar study from Omaha, the BBC weather forecast for that day and the three 
previous days and OS maps) are identified and the ways in which they contributed to the investigation 
discussed.  To improve the answer more explicit detail could be given of how exactly the secondary data 
resources actually enhanced the candidate’s own investigation.
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Section B: Environmental Degradation

Question 5
 Figs 5 and 6 show information from a study of air quality in Port Talbot, South Wales between December 
2006 and August 2007.

(a) Using Fig. 5, describe the main direction from which the wind blew and the percentage of days on which 
the wind came from that direction. [2]

(b) Fig. 6 shows hourly sulphur dioxide (SO2) concentrations over Port Talbot for different wind directions. [4]

 Using Fig. 6, contrast the pattern of SO2 concentrations throughout the day when the wind came from 
ENE with that when the wind came from SSE.

(c) Referring to both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, to what extent is it true to say that there was a link between SO2 
pollution and wind direction in Port Talbot during the study? [6]

(d) Assess the usefulness of Figs 5 and 6 to those responsible for the management of environmental 
degradation in the Port Talbot area. [8]
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Mark scheme
(a) 

• Most common direction from 260°/is 260 (W to E = 0)

• Percentage – 8%          [2]

(b) ENE – generally undulating between 2–5; massive peaks at 10:00 (>16/17) and 11:00 (12)

SSE – undulating 2–4 throughout the day; peaks at 09:00 (10.5) and 19:00 (9)

Suggest 2/1 mks for description; 2/3 marks for drawing out the contrasts. (not 3/1) [4]

(c) The link seems to be fairly clear from Fig 6. When the wind is from WSW and SSW the peaks are much 
higher and for much longer periods of time compared to other, especially easterly directions.
However, there are some anomalies e.g. the large peaks on the ENE graph and the SSE graph also 
seems higher than other easterly wind directions.

There should be some reference to Fig. 5 for full marks.

L3 (5–6 marks)
Clear and detailed description of the links; acknowledges the anomalies.
Extensive and accurate data support.

L2 (3–4 marks)
Clear description of the link shown.
Provides data support and, at the top end of this level, some awareness of the anomalies. 

L1 (0–2 marks)
Descriptive with little attempt to address the question.  
Data support inaccurate or lacking. [6]

(d) Candidates are likely to respond that the figures are useful to some extent or only to a limited extent.

Environmental degradation is a wide ranging topic, including land, water and air. The resources give 
information which will help in terms of air pollution but they give little information about other aspects of 
environmental degradation. Additionally, the time scale is quite short and may not be representative of 
the longer term.
A good answer, while discussing the pros and cons of the resources provided, will acknowledge this and 
perhaps point out other sources of information which would inform the issue.

L3 (6–8 marks)
Clear and detailed analysis of the usefulness and limitations of the resources.
The resources are well used to support the points made. A clear understanding of other resources which 
would be of use.

L2 (3–5 marks)
Some analysis of the usefulness and limitations of the resources, which may be unbalanced. Provides 
support for some observations.  There may be a limited awareness of other resources which might be 
useful.

L1 (0–2 marks)
Little understanding of the usefulness of the resources; perhaps simple description.
Support is inaccurate or lacking. [8]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
Part (a) gains full credit. In part (b) the contrasts are well made and well supported. The points made in part 
(c) are also well supported with data taken from both Figs 5 and 6, addressing wind directions where there 
are high SO2 levels as well as those where SO2 levels are low. Part (d) correctly points out the seasonal 
limitation of Fig. 5 and the advantage of the hourly display on Fig. 6. However, the question is about 
environmental management, not just the management of air pollution and the answer could have been 
improved by widening the scope accordingly.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
Part (a) gains one of the two marks available. There is no credit for westerly direction. In part (b) there are 
two contrasts drawn between the two wind directions, but the rest is descriptive. The descriptions attract 
some credit, but the focus of the question is on contrasts. Part (c) refers to both Figs 5 and 6 and does 
attempt to describe the links but the answer becomes irrelevant towards the end. In part (d) there is an 
attempt to assess the usefulness of Figs 5 and 6 and there is an awareness that the question is wider than 
just SO2 pollution. The answer could have been improved by suggesting other resources which may be 
useful for environmental management, for example resources related to water and land degradation.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
Part (a) gains full marks. Part (b) gains some credit for description. The section beginning “On the other 
hand …” suggests that a contrast is going to be made, but what follows is too weakly expressed to be 
creditworthy. Part (c) is quite short and narrow in range, with only a couple of valid points being made. Part 
(d), also, is limited in scope, addressing only SO2 levels. It could be improved by addressing the advantages 
and limitations of Figs 5 and 6 and widening the scope to include other dimensions of environmental 
management (e.g. land, water and other types of air pollution).
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Question 6
(a) Study Fig. 7 which shows the main threats to coral reefs in the Indian and Pacific Oceans.

 To what extent does Fig. 7 support the view that the threats to coral reefs in the Pacific Ocean are 
different from the threats in the Indian Ocean? [5]

(b) ‘International co-operation is essential if solutions are to be found to the world’s pollution problems.’ 

 From your wider study of environmental degradation, to what extent do you agree with this statement?
 [10]
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Mark scheme
(a) Valid approaches would be to agree with or (less likely) to challenge the assertion in the question. Look

for the quality of the argument and supporting evidence taken from the map.

Pacific Ocean – varied threats – main ones are pollution, dynamite fishing, coral harvesting and 
sedimentation.
Indian Ocean – again the threats are varied – main ones are pollution and dynamite fishing.

L3 (4–5 marks)
Clear and detailed analysis of the degree to which map evidence supports (or otherwise) the assertion in 
the question. Data is well used to support the points made.

L2 (2–3 marks)
A valid attempt to address the question. Data is used to support the points made.

L1 (0–1 marks)
Limited ability to interpret the map, may simply describe. Use of data is inaccurate or lacking. No attempt 
to address the question. [5]

(b) Much will depend upon the examples chosen, and candidates may legitimately express total disagreement, 
partial disagreement or complete agreement with the statement. The important feature is that they must
use a range of examples to support their point of view.

L3 (8–10 marks)
Evaluation is to the fore with sophisticated exemplar support. There is a clear assessment of the role of 
international co-operation.

L2 (5–7 marks)
Addresses the issue of international co-operation but the evaluation, though present, is less well thought 
out or weakly justified. Exemplar support limited.

L1 (0–4 marks)
There is some reference to international cooperation but the approach is largely descriptive and piecemeal. 
No attempt to evaluate or very superficial. [10]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
Part (a) makes some good contrasts between the Pacific and Indian Ocean with data from Fig. 7 being 
well used to support the points made. The answer could be improved by addressing the “To what extent” 
aspect of the question more explicitly.

Part (b) starts with a discussion of the limited effectiveness of the Kyoto treaty because of the impact of the 
non-signatory countries. The candidate then argues that local scale initiatives within a country can be much 
more effective, supporting this view with some convincing examples. The final paragraph provides a valid 
assessment.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
Part (a) goes beyond description and draws some useful contrasts between the Indian Ocean and the 
Pacific Ocean. Information from Fig. 7 is well used to support the points made, although there is a tendency 
to revert to simple description later in the answer.

Part (b) tends to describe different initiatives, but never really addresses the evaluative part of the question 
needed to access the higher parts of the mark scheme. The CITES scheme is of marginal relevance on its 
own, but the candidate does link it clearly to pollution by quoting both dynamite and poison fishing.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
Part (a) makes a genuine attempt to go beyond simple description and address the question, but there is 
only limited use of supporting data from Fig. 7.

In part (b) there is some reference to international co-operation, but supporting detail is rather thin. There 
are also two paragraphs on what should (or could) happen, rather than discussing what actually has 
happened. A logical order is lacking from the response and the treatment is superficial.
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Question 7
With reference to your own investigation of environmental degradation, evaluate the extent to which the use 
of secondary sources enhanced your investigation.

Begin by stating the question or hypothesis that you investigated. [15]

Mark scheme
Answers should be based firmly on their own investigations, quoting examples drawn from this.

 Clearly, much depends on the investigation and the choice of data. Candidates should be aware of the 
limitations of their own primary data (e.g. spatial, temporal, scale) and the way in which secondary data 
complements their primary data and enhances and extends their investigation.

In terms of evaluation a range of responses is acceptable from ‘to a large extent’ to ‘to a small extent’ 
depending upon the investigation.

L4 (13–15 marks)
The candidate displays a high order understanding of the ways in which secondary sources enhanced (or 
otherwise) the investigation with good support. Evaluation to the fore.

L3 (10–12 marks)
Good understanding of the ways in which secondary sources enhanced (or otherwise) the investigation. The 
answer makes appropriate reference to the candidate’s own investigation. Well focused on the question.

L2 (7–9 marks)
More focused on the candidate’s own investigation. Describes the use of secondary sources, but only in a 
superficial fashion. 

L1 (0–6 marks)
 Discussion lacks detail. Perhaps descriptive only, with only piecemeal comments about secondary sources. 
Little reference to candidate’s own investigation. [15]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
There is good understanding of the ways in which secondary data was used to enhance the investigation. 
Particular examples taken from the candidate’s own investigation are explained in detail, e.g. measurement 
of distance which enabled a statistical analysis of the data to be carried out. Evaluation is to the fore.
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Question 8
With reference to your own investigation of environmental degradation, discuss the extent to which your study 
supported the geographical theories or concepts being studied.

Begin by stating the question or hypothesis that you investigated. [15]

Mark scheme
Answers should be based firmly on their own investigation, quoting examples drawn from this.

 Clearly, much depends on the investigation. In terms of evaluation a range of responses is acceptable from 
‘to a large extent’ to ‘to a small extent’ depending upon the investigation, but be wary of those which claim 
their study completely confirmed what it set out to achieve.

L4 (13–15 marks)
The candidate displays a high order understanding of the limitations of the final outcomes. Evaluation is to 
the fore and well supported by examples drawn from the investigation.

L3 (10–12 marks)
Good understanding of what the investigation actually proved. The answer makes appropriate reference to 
the candidate’s own investigation. Well focused on the question.

L2 (7–9 marks)
More focused on the candidate’s own investigation. Attempts to address the question, but only in a 
superficial fashion. Only limited support from the candidate’s own investigation.

L1 (0–6 marks)
 Discussion lacks detail. Perhaps descriptive only, with little attempt to address the question. Little reference 
to candidate’s own investigation. [15]
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
The answer starts encouragingly by setting out the theories under investigation in some detail. However, 
the evaluative aspect of the question is only addressed at a fairly superficial level and is not tied strongly to 
the candidate’s own investigation.
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Section C: Deprivation

Question 9
Study Figs 8 and 9 which show information about Barnsley, a borough in South Yorkshire, UK.

Fig. 8 ranks the living environment of areas in Barnsley in 2004 and 2007, with 1 being the most deprived and 
100 being the least deprived. 

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of income deprivation in Barnsley in 2007.

(a) Giving evidence from Fig.8, state whether the living environment in area A on the graph improved or 
declined from 2004 to 2007. [2]

(b) Using Fig. 8, how far is it true to say that the living environment improved for all but the least deprived 
areas in Barnsley between 2004 and 2007? [4]

(c) To what extent does Fig. 9 show an East-West division to income deprivation in Barnsley? [6]

(d) Assess the usefulness of Figs 8 and 9 to those responsible for reducing deprivation in Barnsley. [8]
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Mark scheme
(a) 2004 ranked 65th, 2007 ranked 40th 

Declined [2]

(b) A larger number of least deprived (rank >70) areas are below the line (decline)
However, still some above the line (improve)
Most deprived areas (rank <30) – none below the line (improve)
Some judgement (perhaps agreeing or challenging the assertion in the question)

Suggest mark flexibly depending upon quality of judgement and support.
3/1 or 2/2 for description/judgement. [4]

(c) Expect comments in general agreement. Quality may be indicated by support from the Fig, the nature of
the judgement and the identification of anomalies.

L3 (5–6 marks)
Clear and detailed assessment, acknowledging the anomalies.
Extensive and accurate data support.

L2 (3–4 marks)
Clear description of the pattern, there may be some awareness of the anomalies.
Provides data support.
An attempt at evaluation.

L1 (0–2 marks)
Descriptive – Limited awareness of the pattern or no reference to the question.
Data support inaccurate or lacking. [6]

(d) Deprivation has many dimensions (e.g. economic, social, environmental) and the resources given are
limited in scope.
Fig. 1 shows “living environment” but there is no indication of how this has been determined. 
Additionally, it deals with ranks and therefore does not show absolute changes in living environment. 
However, a pattern does emerge and it is useful for this reason.
Fig. 2 deals only with income, but does reveal a clear spatial pattern.

Good responses will deal with the pros and cons of each resource, have a sound grasp of deprivation 
and probably acknowledge other resources which could be useful (e.g. other dimensions (domains) of 
deprivation, the views of local residents, experiences from other improvement schemes etc.).

L3 (6–8 marks)
Clear and detailed analysis of the usefulness and limitations of the resources. A sound grasp of deprivation. 
The resources are well used to support the points made. A clear understanding of other resources which 
would be of use.

L2 (3–5 marks)
Some analysis of the usefulness and limitations of the resources, which may be unbalanced.
Provides support for some observations. At the top end there may be a limited awareness of other 
resources which might be useful.

L1 (0–2 marks)
Little understanding of the usefulness of the resources; perhaps simple description.
Support is inaccurate or lacking. [8]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
Part (a) gains full marks. In part (b) the candidate makes good use of the resource to answer the question, 
even challenging the given statement and supporting this challenge with evidence. In part (c) the answer 
focuses on the question, identifying the variation in deprivation in the East of the map and providing good 
evidence from the resource to support the points made. Part (d) is a good, solid answer making a number of 
relevant points about the usefulness and limitations of Figs 8 and 9. It could be improved by brief discussion 
of other resources which might be of use.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
Part (a) gains full marks. In part (b) the candidate answers in a very general fashion, failing to use the graph 
to convincingly support the answer. Part (c) is a good solid answer, using detail from the map to support 
the points made. Unfortunately, the answer seems to stop in mid-stream. In part (d) some good points are 
made about the usefulness, or otherwise, of Figs 8 and 9. There is limited awareness of other dimensions 
of deprivation which may be useful.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
Part (a) gains full credit. Part (b) is not very clear, partly because reference to the diagram is very general. 
However, “most deprived, most have improved” in line 9 is creditworthy. Part (c) identifies an East-West 
pattern on Fig. 9 and there is an awareness of some of the anomalies. Reference is made to the map 
to support the existence of an East-West division. However, there is very little attempt to address the 
evaluative part of the question. Part (d) provides an analysis of some of the uses and limitations of Figs 8 
and 9. There is a limited awareness of some of the other dimensions of deprivation which may be useful. 
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Question 10
Study Fig. 10, which shows the most deprived and least deprived areas in selected regions of England in 2007. 
Fig. 11 locates the regions.

(a) Using Fig. 10, discuss the extent to which there is a North-South divide in deprivation in England. [5]

(b) ‘Though income deprivation should be recognised in its own right, it should not be the only measure of 
deprivation.’ 

 From your wider study of deprivation, to what extent do you agree with this statement?  [10]
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Mark scheme
(a) To a large extent, although the anomaly of London should be pointed out for a full answer.

Most deprived areas – the SW, E and SE all have low (<10%) of the most deprived areas; exception – 
London (27–28%).
Least deprived areas – SW, E and SE all have high (21–38%); exception London (only 8%).

L3 (4–5 marks)
Clear and detailed analysis of the degree to which the graph supports the N/S divide. The anomalies are 
clearly identified. Data is well used to support the points made.

L2 (2–3 marks)
A valid attempt to address whether the N/S divide can be supported or otherwise. Data is used to 
support the points made. Less importance placed on the anomalies.

L1 (0–1 marks)
Limited ability to interpret the graph, may simply describe. Use of data is inaccurate or lacking. No 
attempt to address the N/S divide. [5]

(b) Candidates should be aware that deprivation has a number of dimensions (e.g. income, employment,
health, crime, access etc.) and therefore we should expect them to largely agree with the statement. 
One legitimate approach would be for candidates to draw a distinction between poverty and deprivation
and go on to elaborate on this.
Exemplar support will depend very much on the candidate’s own studies, but may not be confined to a 
MEDC context.

L3 (8–10 marks)
Evaluation is to the fore with sophisticated exemplar support. There is clear consideration of the multi-
dimensional nature of deprivation.

L2 (5–7 marks)
Addresses the evaluative element of the question, but the evaluation (probably agreement) is expressed 
without any depth of argument or support. 

L1 (0–4 marks)
The approach is largely descriptive and piecemeal.
No attempt to address the question. [10]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
In part (a) there is a good attempt to assess whether there is a North-South divide visible in Fig. 10. The 
points made are well supported by reference to the resource. London is identified as an anomaly, but the 
justification for discounting it is not very robust.

Part (b) discusses the different dimensions of deprivation, illustrating them with exemplar material drawn 
from countries at different levels of development. The concluding paragraph makes a valid point about the 
importance of income and, especially, the controlling effect it can have on other dimensions of deprivation.
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Example candidate response – Merit
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Examiner comment – Merit
In part (a) there is a good attempt to address the question. Material is taken from Fig. 10 to support the 
points made with discussion of the anomaly of London being well handled.

Part (b) discusses past research (some of it quite dated) but fails to integrate it convincingly into answering 
the question as set. The concluding paragraph identifies aspects of deprivation other than income but, 
again, fails to address the evaluative part of the question.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
In part (a) there is a good attempt to answer the question. The response is well focused on the evaluative 
part of the question and information from Fig. 10 is well used to support the points made. The anomaly of 
London is identified, but the explanatory comment is not required and gains no credit.

In part (b) the answer tends to be at a superficial level. The comments about Africa and the USA are too 
general to add much to the answer. The UK based paragraphs tend to be descriptive, almost ignoring the 
crux of the question. The conclusion (which appears in the first paragraph) has little to support it.
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Question 12
With reference to your own investigation of deprivation, discuss the extent to which your study supported the 
geographical theories or concepts being studied. [15]

Mark scheme
Begin by stating the question or hypothesis that you investigated.

Answers should be based firmly on their own investigation, quoting examples drawn from this.

 Clearly, much depends on the investigation. A range of responses is acceptable, but be wary of those which 
state their study completely confirmed what it set out to achieve.

L4 (13–15 marks)
 The candidate displays a high order understanding of the limitations of the final outcomes. Evaluation is to 
the fore and well supported by examples drawn from the investigation.

L3 (10–12 marks)
 Good understanding of what the investigation actually proved. The answer makes appropriate reference to 
the candidate’s own investigation. Well focused on the question.

L2 (7–9 marks)
 More focused on the candidate’s own investigation. Attempts to address the question, but only in a 
superficial fashion. Only limited support from the candidate’s own investigation.

 L1 (0–6 marks)
 Discussion lacks detail. Perhaps descriptive only, with little attempt to address the question. Little reference 
to candidate’s own investigation. [15]
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Example candidate response – Distinction
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Examiner comment – Distinction
The geographical theory under investigation is outlined at the start of the answer. There then follows a brief 
summary of the findings, although more could have been made of the results of the statistical analysis, 
especially in relation to the extent to which the study supported the theory under investigation. There 
is a good understanding of what the investigation actually proved. The answer certainly relates to the 
candidate’s own investigation and there is a focus on the evaluative part of the question, although there is 
room to further develop this aspect of the response.
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Example candidate response – Pass
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Examiner comment – Pass
The answer describes the personal investigation – what was done and what the findings were. The theories 
and concepts under investigation are not made clear. There is some, brief, reference to the limitations of the 
study but the answer fails to address the ‘extent to which’ aspect of the question.
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